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Mr. Forrester’s Terrible Computer
By DAVID C. ANDERSON

Jay W. Forrester is a computer engineer
ind a professor of management at the Massa-
~husetts Institute of Technology who likes to
nlay disturbing games with graphs.

One of his graphs, for example, shows sev-
oral lines labeled variously ‘‘pollution,’” ‘“‘cap-
tal investment,” ‘‘population” and ‘natural
resources.” Each is the reflection of a mathe-

matical formula—population, for example, is
determined by the balance of the birth rate
and the death rate. The lines are plotted
against decades of time.

By 1970 the graph shows that pollution,
rapital investment and population have been
rising moderately; quality of life (the index of
a number of quantative factors) is declining;
so are natural resources. Examination of the

nast behavior of the lines and the formulas
they reflect reveals that they influence each
sther tin certain obvious ways—decline in
quality of life is linked to rise of population
and pollution, for example.

The Mind’s Limitations
Now if Mr. Forrester feeds his formulas

into a computer, it will print out the move-
ment of the lines on the graph as they might
continue into the future, based on their inher-
ent relationship and current behavior. Such
prophesy by téchnology amounts to sophisti-
cated guessing, of course, but Mr. Forrester
claims it has some advantages over the
numan mind.

The human mind he explains, is best at
observing ‘‘the pressures, fears, goals, habits,
orejudices, delays, resistance to change, dedi-
cation, good will, greed and other human
characteristics that control the individual fac-
ats of our social system.” If takes a human
mind in other words, to express the human
‘facets in mathematical terms,

“But when the pieces of tke system have
been assembled’’—all the formulas written—
‘the mind is nearly useless for anticipating
‘he dynamic behavior that the system im-
olies. Here the computer is ideal. It will trace
‘he interactions of any specified set of rela-
ionships without doubt or error’

And indeed, if the formulas for 1970 were
.0 hold good for the indefinite future, the com-
outer reveals, population, capital investment
and pollution will peak out in the first half of
he next century, in the years between 2030
and 2040. Then they slope downward, while
natural resources and quality of life begin to
Jatten out at low and uncomfortable-looking
ievels.

Well, all of that is predictable enough,
rowever depressing; Mr. Forrester’s games
prow more interesting when he tries to make
ais graphs account for ways man is trying to
improve his standing with the environment.

For example, he can alter the formula for
natural resources to make the decline less
steep; he assumes, in effect, that technologi-
cal advance or exploration opens up new
sources of needed energy and materials, a

ikely enough assumption.
Is the depressing downturn in quality of

iife and investment put off? Hardly. Popula-
tion and investment rise about as before, but
in that same 2030 to 2040 time span the pollu-
tion curve suddenly rockets upward; the pop-
ulation curve turns nearly vertically down-
ward, investment falls off and quality of life
suffers a deep, ominous slide. The lines depict
a fearsome trauma for the whole world. In a

period of about two decades, nearly 85% of
the human race disappears.

Well then, how about birth control? Reduc-
ing the birth rate input fo the formula which
yields the population line results in slower
population growth, to be sure, but the drain
on natural resources still prevails as a power:

ful depressing factor, hardly unchanged from
the first graph. And if birth rate is reduced
along with a slower drain on natural re-
sources the cataclysm still results as the
years advance beyond 2030.

Pollution rises steeply; population falls
just as steeply as in the previous graph; but
since it didn’t get so high in the first place,
tewer people—only about 75% of humanity—
die off. Quality of life, which rose briefly dur-
ing' the period of low birth rate, falls even
more sharply than before.

Pollution control? Again, it does little to
mitigate the effects of the resource drain, and
if lower resource use is assumed, the horrible
jecades of pollution catastrophe are only
postponed to the 2070s and 80s, Mr. Forres-
ter’s . computer contends. (Pollution control

permits. heavy population growth and capital
investment, which then generate overwhelm:
ing pollution.)

Similar results occur if food production is
increased. If investment capital generation is
increased, on the other hand, the pollution
population holocaust comes earlier, in the
2020s.

Mr. Forrester has published all of this
under the title ‘World Dynamics’ (Wright
Allen Press, 142 pages, $9.75) and there is, of
course, much reason for skepticism about it.
Many of his formulas are simply educated
guesses with no precise basis in research. Re:
ducing human facets of life to mathematical
formulas, however obvious, still oversimpli-
fies them in some degree. And consideration
of them as a dynamic whole, even with a

computer's rigorous objectivity, compounds
the guessing and the oversimnplifving

Mr. Forrester himself is careful to hedge
1is conclusions with the assertion that such
esearch into the future is still quite primitive
ind can never avoid uncertainty and impreci-
ion. His book ends with no dire warnings,
mly a plea to extend and improve upon his
ipproach to studying world environmental
problems.

Two Cosmic Notions
But his attempts are of interest because

hey reflect two cosmic notions which may
mot be firmly grasped by those who have tc
make decisions about population and environ
ment policy, or will in the near future. The
aotions, furthermore, lead to some subtle and
serious speculations.

The first notion is that the whole world
should be thought of as -a giant “world sys-
em’’ in the recently fashionable management
sense. Each element is intimately involved
with others. Nothing occurs independently;
zach activity of one element affects and dis
rupts others.

The second i$-that this world system has
‘or all of history accommodated its most dis-
ruptive element—human growth and activity
—but it can no longer do so; the time has
come to stabilize the world system by bring:
ng man into a state of equilibrium with it.

This unprecedented state of transition
from growth to equilibrium, let it be noted, is
not the subject of debate, only how it will
occur. For it will occur somehow: Man wil
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understand what is happening to him and
change and control himself to reach the state
of equilibrium as safely as possible. Or he
will reach it after great turmoil and suffering.
Or he will not survive it—the world system
will stabilize itself by exterminating him.

These two cosmic notions, furthermore,
tead to two more practical ideas. The first is
simply that a solution which would permit
man to remain a part of a stable world sys-
tem will prove a lot more complex than peo-
ple now like to think.

Mr. Forrester’s final graphs reflect his ef-
forts to alter his formulas so that the com-

puter prints out straight, horizontal, parallel
lines; signifying equilibrium. As the previous
graphs have implied, this requires drastic ac-
tion on several fronts rather than just one.

Specifically, he contends, to bring the sys-
tem into equilibrium by 1980 would require
the reduction of current pollution generation
2y 50%, but also the reduction of capital in-
vestment generation by 40%. It would require
“he reduction of the birth rate by 309%, but
also the reduction of food production by 20%.
And the natural resource usage rate would
have to be curtailed by 75%.

The second practical idea is that achieving
‘he equilibrium in these complex terms pres-
anis staggering moral problems.

For though the computer deals in gross
measurements of population and wealth, they
are not spread evenly over the world. Alter
ing them will create heavy social strain be-
ween different groups. .

Consider, for example, the implications of
he computer’s prescription that capital in-
vestment be reduced. by 40% to quell the
Irain on natural resources and help limit pol-
lution.

Capital investment produces industriali-
zation and a higher standard of living, the
great pride of developed societies of the West,
‘he driving aspiration of millions in poorer
areas.

Yet, Mr. Forrester can conclude on the
basis of his studies, “A society with a high
level of industrialization may be nonsustain-
able . . . From the long view of a hundred

years hence, the present efforts of the under-
developed countries to industrialize may be
anwise.”’

In fact, he suggests, such countries “may
be in a better condition for surviving forth-
coming world-wide environmental and eco-
nomic pressures than are the advanced coun-
tries,” since advanced countries are so depen-
dent on their industrialization for order and
comfort.

And he adds that ‘the present disparity
between the developed and underdeveloped
nations may be equalized as much by a de-
cline in the developed countries as by an im-
orovement in the underdeveloped countries.”

Yet what moral leader could accept this
analysis in its entirety? It is sometimes fash-
ionable to tell the wealthy to give up their
wealth for the common good, but who would
tell the poor to abandon their hopes for a bet-
ter life in the same spirit?

And what about food? The computer pre-
scribes the 209 reduction in food output as a
limit on population. This is necessary, Mr.
Forrester explains, because history has
shown that greater food production -does not
end starvation and malnutrition; it simply
*atlepne wantijatian te Smieraaca fa 1 hiphar

marginal level, where there are more who

ire well fed, but also more who are under-

nourished. _

Yet for the past decade or so foundations

ind governments have been striving, and suc-
seeding to a certain extent, to increase food

yroduction for developing countries, to create
2 “green revolution.” There is even evidence
‘hat success of the green revolution in some
areas has relaxed the pressure for birth con-
rol and portends the release of funds once
{evoted to agriculture for industrialization.

The relevance of Mr. Forrester’s graphs
nus begins to look painfully obvious, yet what
yolitical leader—what well-fed political leader
—will tell hungry nations to stop growing
nore food?

The Insect World
Mr. Forrester's terrible computer, in fact,

\dds an indirect bit of support to the theories
v Nils Hellstrom, known to moviegoers as
he fictional narrator of ‘The Hellstrom
“Shronicle.”’

In the movie, Mr. Hellstrom argues that
nan is engaged in a war with insects for con-
rol of the earth’s life supporting resources.
\nd he contends that the insects stand a good
‘hance of winning. For insects have much of
nan’s capacity for social organization, but
1one of his morality.

They do not worry much about why or how
hey should live, he tells viewers; they are
jriven only to survive at all costs; a group of
jees or termites willingly and thoughtlessly
sacrifices its individual members to the com-
non defense against nature or enemies. In-
jeed, he observes, insects have succeeded in
iving far longer than man on a hostile earth
1ot by trying to cure themselves of savage-
ness or rising above the most brutal of subsist-
snce economies, but simply by focusing all
heir energy, resourcefulness and adaptabil-
ty on the single goal of survival as a species.

And the vague, threatening implication, of
VIr. Hellstrom as of Mr. Forrester, is impossi-
ble to discount: To survive, man may find
himself having to give up his aspirations to
jecency and civilization; he may have to for-
get the notion that people ought to be free,
wd they should have compassion for the
veak and the helpless, and that a single
human life is intrinsically valuable. No wonder
t takes a machine to make such a prediction.
Jo wonder the modern mind finds it hard to
‘athom..

Well, for the moment there is not that
nuch to do in the face of such ideas; ‘the
‘hoice of extinction or survival by dehumani-
.ation remains vague rather than final or im-
ninent. All one can do is to keep one’s partic-
lar faith; for his part, Mr. Forrester and his
rolleagues are trying to bring more depth and
srecision to their macabre mathematics.

But if their extended implications are still
subject to refinement, Mr. Forrester’s graphs
at least remind us of an important fact about

‘he environment problem: Our survival as
anything like civilized people will depend as
much on the true depth of our realism as on
‘he prowess of our technology—on our capac-
ity to understand life’s complexity, which, let
‘t be well remembered, is often as hideous as
t is normal.

Mr. Anderson is a member of the Jour-
rma oditavirnd mane ofriff
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Books &amp; Ideas
A Choice of Futures—Black or Gray i, wiaian

While some of Forrester’s conclusions are

akin to things ecologists have said about
limitations on growth, his methods are

quite distinctive. World Dynamics is basi-
cally a description of an elaborate comput-
er simulation in which human activity and
‘ts environmental setting are regarded as a

inified global system.
An electrical engineer by training, For-

ester, now fifty-three, was a leading figure
n the development of the digital computer,
and the inventor of the random-access
magnetic-core computer memory. For the
nast fifteen years, as professor of manage-
ment at M.LT., he has concentrated on

computer simulation of complex systems.
[n his controversial Urban Dynamics,
published two years ago, he used simula-
tion to study the effects of alternative pol-
icies on a hypothetical urban area. (See
Books &amp; Ideas, FORTUNE, November and

December, 1969.)
A computer model of human activity

sver the globe obviously entails extreme
simplification. In the World Dynamaies
model, there is no recognition of political or

geographical subdivisions—population,
capital, and other aggregates are treated in
effect as if they were evenly spread around
the earth. Still, many readers will find the
model complex enough. A detailed descrip-
tion of it takes up a large part of the text of

World Dynamics.
The variables that the book emphasizes

are population, pollution, capital invest-
ment, natural resources (specifically, non-
renewable resources in the earth such as
metallic ores), and a ‘‘measure of per-
‘ormance’’ labeled quality of life. In For-
-ester’s model, quality of life is a precisely
jefined concept, a composite that is af-
fected by material standard of living,
crowding, pollution, and food supply. The
concept illustrates both a virtue and a

defect in computer modeling. In every-
day discourse, “quality of life’’ takes on
different meanings from one speaker to

Bowen

This year will probably not see the pub-
ication of a more important book than

fay W. Forrester's World Dynamics
‘Wright-Allen Press)—or a book more
certain to arouse dislike. A profoundly

pessimistic study of possible futures, it
collides thuddingly with cherished supposi-
ions, values, and expectations.

Professor Forrester tries above all to
awaken his readers from the dream of

growth. Despite recent discouragements,
a great many people, from futurists trained
in hard sciences to yoghurty utopians,
suppose that economic growth will go on
and on, eventually bringing material
abundance and leisure for all. Even the
nations now poor, it is widely supposed,
can follow the industrialization road to
affluence. From this notion, among other
sources, has come the great restlessness
called the revolution of rising expecta-
tions. But Forrester calmly tells us that
industrial growth in the world as a whole
will come to an end within a century,

quite possibly in the lifetimes of our chil-
dren. “The question is only a matter of
when and how growth will cease, not
whether it will cease.” We may even now,

despite all the audible discontent, be
living in a ‘golden age,” from which
things will go downhill. As for the under-
developed countries, there may be “no
~ealistic hope” that they can ever attain
even the present standard of living of
industrialized countries.

{ ooking ahead to 2100

If World Dynamics had appeared, say,
chree years ago, many of its readers
would have found it inaccessibly remote
from their assumptions and convictions
about the nature of the world. But much
has happened in the past few years to
prepare readers to take World Dynamics
seriously, if not to like it. In the changing
social landscape, a discerning eye can
pick out signs that we are entering upon
a revolution of declining expectations.
Public-opinion surveys detect what for
the traditionally optimistic U.S. is a
startling degree of gloominess about at
least the short-term future. Few notable
personages over thirty have lately said
for publication that today’s discontented
young people are the forerunners of a

utopia. Dust has begun gathering rather
-apidly upon much recent writing about
things to come. Faith in the capacity of
government to sustain economic growth
has distinctly receded. So has faith in the
value of economic growth. Most important
of all, the ecology boom has made many
people aware for the first time—it was ob-
vious enough before, but outside their zone
of perception—that the earth is finite and
The ran alinnort only limited oraowth
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another, wnereas in World Dynamics it
can be precisely plotted on a graph. On
the other hand, the model's definition
misses much of what almost anybody
means when he says ‘‘quality of life.”
The model gains precision at the loss
of richness and nuance.

Faults and all, Forrester’s model was
put through numerous computer runs,
which traced out interactions to the year
2100. On various runs, to simulate as-

sumed changes in policies or conditions,
“he researchers altered the numerical
value of one or more variables. When the

basic, unaltered model was run through,
che computer delivered a somber scenario
in which growth is halted and reversed
hy pressures arising from the increasing
scarcity of ‘natural resources.” World
oopulation starts declining around 2020.
‘See illustration.)

To observe how the system would be-
nave if the pressures from scarcity of re-
sources were relieved, Forrester drastically
reduced the numerical weight of natural
resources in the model. What the com-

puter then gave forth was an even darker

oicture, of a world in which growth is
suppressed by pollution. One fundamental
assumption here is that increasing pollu-
ion will “poison and impede” the natural
srocesses by which pollution is absorbed.
[n this scenario, the first half of the next
sentury sees a catastrophic pollution crisis,
and in a few hellish decades world popu-

lation drops to one-sixth of its peak total.
So it goes in the grim world of World

Dynamics. Sooner or later, growth is
halted, if not by depletion of resources or
pollution overload, then by crowding or
scarcity of food. And the same kinds of
futures, Forrester maintains, threaten in
reality. The best future mankind car
hope for is a global equilibrium. “The
battle between the forces of growth and
the restraints of nature may be resolved
in a number of ways. Man, if he under-

Dark prospects for the future of
mankind are traced in this graph,
drawn from one of the computer
print-outs in Professor Forrester’s
book. In this scenario, growth is
nalted by scarcity of natural re-
sources. The labels of the curves
are those used in the book. “Quality
of life” in particular carries a special
meaning, precise but somewhat nar-
row (see text). The curves are
drawn to a variety of scales, and no
significance should be read into the
heiaht of one relative to another.
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stands well enough and acts wisely, can
choose a path out of the conflict of world
pressures that is more favorable than
present actions, attitudes, and policies
portend. Such a path must be toward a
non-growing and balanced condition of the
world system. The challenge is to choose
the best available transition from the past
dynamics of growth to a future condition
of world equilibrium.”

In very dark clouds

Is World Dynamics convincing? In de-
tails, no. In over-all thrust, yes. That
growth will eventually come to an end has
been implicit all along in the nature of
things. We should be grateful to Forrester
for reminding us of this. We should be
grateful, too, for the hardness of mind
that he shows in his task. He does not
make any self-protective bows to current
pieties. He does not try to spare us by
softening or blurring what he has to say.
On the contrary, he hammers at the fun-
damental point that the end of growth
means not only the end of population
growth but also the end of industrial growth.
And it is quite clear that a halt in industrial
growth in the world as a whole would mean

declines from peak industrial output for
some of the present advanced nations,
particularly those heavily dependent on
imported raw materials. Above all, we
should be grateful to Forrester for refusing
to weaken at the end and suggest that
we may yet find an easy way out. There

has been too much of that over the years.
After I have said this, it may seem

craven of me now to suggest the possibility
of silver linings in some of these very dark
clouds. While a transition from growth to
global equilibrium would certainly be
attended by terrible stresses, the state of
equilibrium itself, the absence of growth in
population and material output, would
have some consolations—though not for
everyone, to be sure. In recent years we
have caught intimations of a much-pre-
dicted world without the disciplines of
scarcity, and what we have glimpsed has
not been altogether pretty. In its effects
upon the quality of human beings and the
quality of the lives they lead, economic
growth has been distinctly disappointing.
(This, of course, is partly what the counter-
sulture is about.) As one observer put it
not long ago, the inventor of the telephone
booth could hardly have imagined that
when you opened the door urine would
run out.

Much has been gained as industrial soci-
eties have grown affluent—let nobody
deny it—and much has been lost or im-
paired: courtesy, craftsmanship, and quiet,
to mention only a few things. An end to
growth in material output, moreover,
would not necessarily be incompatible
with economic growth of kinds not well
measured by our present stock of indica-
tors, notably growth in the quality of goods
and services. With a renaissance of crafts-

manship, of pride in work, of willingness

Books &amp; Ideas continued

to serve, a society poorer than ours by
some statistical measures could enjoy
goods of greater durability and higher
aesthetic quality, and services performed
with more courtesy, cheerfulness, and
competence. And stability in material
growth, finally, would not necessarily be
incompatible with individual excellence,
with devotion to one’s craft, with love
for one’s children, with high achievement
in the arts, with eloquence, with precise
thought or careful expression, with en-

1anced sense of community, with deepened
~eligious faith, or with care for the scarred
vet still nurturing earth itself.

But all this strays far from Forrester,
He warns us that even the shadowed,
autumnal state of equilibrium may prove
to be beyond reach. The achievement of
global equilibrium would require global
ooperation to a degree not now imaginable.
Even more difficult, perhaps, it would
require sustained attention to the long run,
to policies and programs measured by
decades rather than years. “The short run,”
Forrester says, “is more visible and more

compelling. It speaks loudly for immediate
attention. But a series of actions all aimed

at short-run improvement can eventually
burden a system with long-run depressants
so severe that even heroic short-run mea-

sures no longer suffice.”

And if we fail to find and follow a path
into equilibrium, what then? Then, For-
rester says, “the world system will make
a system-determined choice for us.” END
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Preface

The Other Energy Crisis: Firewood, by Erik P. Eckholm, is the first
in a series of papers to be issued by the recently established World-
watch Institute. This and other papers to follow are part of an effort
by the Institute to identify emerging threats to human well-being and
bring them to public attention. Forthcoming papers will examine such
issues as the global politics of food, the rationale and techniques for
energy conservation, the status of efforts to slow world population
growth, and the changing political status of women.

Erik carried out research for this Worldwatch Paper during a trip
to the Asian subcontinent and Africa in Spring, 1975. The paper is
part of a broader project, sponsored jointly by Worldwatch and the
United Nations Environment Program, investigating the ecological
undermining of food production systems caused by overfishing, de-
forestation, overgrazing, desert encroachment, soil erosion, and the
silting of irrigation systems. This research program will culminate in
a book by Erik, Losing Ground: Environmental Stress and World
Food Prospects, to be published in the United States by W. W. Nor-
ton in Spring, 1976.

The scarcity of firewood directly affects that one third or so of man-
kind which uses wood as fuel. Indirectly it affects everyone, putting
pressure on fossil fuel reserves and, as it diverts animal manure from
fertilizer to fuel use, further aggravating the global shortage of food.
Thus, in a world of deepening interdependence, even local resource
scarcities can have a global impact.

Lester R. Brown
President





windling reserves of petroleum and artful tampering with
its distribution are the stuff of which headlines are made.
Yet for more than a third of the world’s people, the real
energy crisis is a daily scramble to find the wood they need

to cook dinner. Their search for wood, once a simple chore and now,
as forests recede, a day’s labor in some places, has been strangely ne-
glected by diplomats, economists, and the media. But the firewood
crisis will be making news—one way or another—for the rest of the
century.

5

While chemists devise ever more sophisticated uses for wood, includ-
ing cellophane and rayon, at least half of all the timber cut in the
world still fulfills its original role for humans—as fuel for cooking
and, in colder mountain regions, a source of warmth. Nine-tenths of
the people in most poor countries today depend on firewood as their
chief source of fuel. And all too often, the growth in human popula-
tion is outpacing the growth of new trees—not surprising when the
average user burns as much as a ton of firewood a year.! The results
are soaring wood prices, a growing drain on incomes and physical
energies in order to satisfy basic fuel needs, a costly diversion of ani-
mal manures for cooking food rather than producing it, and an eco-
logically disastrous spread of treeless landscapes.

The firewood crisis is probably most acute today in the countries of
the densely populated Indian subcontinent, and in the semi-arid
stretches of central Africa fringing the Sahara Desert, though it
plagues many other regions as well. In Latin America, for example,
the scarcity of wood and charcoal is a problem throughout most of
the Andean region, Central America, and the Caribbean.

An Economic Burden

As firewood prices rise, so does the economic burden on the urban
poor. One typical morning on the outskirts of Kathmandu, Ne-
pal’s capital city, I watched a steady flow of people—men and wom-
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en, children and the very old—trudge into the city with heavy, neatly
chopped and stacked loads of wood on their backs. I asked my taxi
driver how much their loads, for which they had walked several
hours into the surrounding hills, would sell for. “Oh wood, a very
expensive item!” he exclaimed without hesitation. Wood prices are
a primary topic of conversation in Kathmandu these days. “That load
costs 20 rupees now. Two years ago it sold for six or seven rupees.”
This 300 percent rise in the price of fuel wood has in part been
prompted by the escalating cost of imported kerosene, the principal
alternative energy source for the poor. But firewood prices have risen
much faster than kerosene prices, also reflecting the growing diffi-
culty with which wood is procured. It now costs as much to run a
Kathmandu household on wood as on kerosene.

The costs of firewood and charcoal are climbing throughout most of
Asia, Africa, and Latin America. Those who can, pay the price, and
thus must forego consumption of other essential goods. Wood is sim-
ply accepted as one of the major expenses of living. In Niamey,
Niger, deep in the drought-plagued Sahel in West Africa, the average
manual laborer’s family now spends nearly one-fourth of its in-
come on firewood. In Ouagadougou, Upper Volta, the portion is 20-
30 percent.2 Those who can’t pay so much may send their children,
or hike themselves, out into the surrounding countryside to forage—
if enough trees are within a reasonable walking distance. Otherwise,
they may scrounge about the town for twigs, garbage, or anything
hurnable.

[n some Pakistani towns now, people strip bark off the trees that
line the streets; thus meeting today’s undeniable needs can impover-
ish the future. When 1 visited the Chief Conservator of Forests in
Pakistan's North West Frontier Province at his headquarters in the
town of Peshawar, he spoke in a somewhat resigned tone of stopping
his car the previous day to prevent a woman from pulling bark off a
tree. “I told her that peeling the bark off a tree is just like peeling the
skin off a man,” he said. Of course the woman stopped, intimidated
by what may have been the most personal encounter with a senior
civil servant she will have in her lifetime, but she doubtless resumed



.. . deep in the once heavily

forested Himalayan foothills of
Nepal, journeying out to gather

firewood and fodder is now
an entire day’s task.”

her practice shortly, for what else, as the Chief Conservator himself
asked, was she to do?

[t is not in the cities but in rural villages that most people in the af-
fected countries live, and where most firewood is burned. The rural,
landless poor in parts of India and Pakistan are now facing a new
squeeze on their meager incomes. Until now they have generally been
able to gather wood for free among the trees scattered through farm-
lands, but as wood prices in the towns rise, landlords naturally see
an advantage in carting available timber into the nearest town to sell
rather than giving it to the nearby laborers. While this commer-
cialization of firewood raises the hope that entrepreneurs will see
an advantage in planting trees to develop a sustainable, labor-in-
tensive business, so far a depletion of woodlands has been the more
common result. And the rural poor, with little or no cash to spare,
are in deep trouble in either case.

With the farmland trees and the scrubby woodlands of unfarmed
areas being depleted by these pressures, both the needy and the en-
trepreneurs are forced to poach for fuel wood in the legally protected,
ecologically and economically essential national forest reserves. The
gravity of the poaching problem in India has been reflected in the
formation of special mobile guard-squads and mobile courts to try
captured offenders, but law enforcement measures have little effect
in such an untenable situation. Acute firewood scarcity has under-
mined administrative control even in China, where trees on com-
mune plantations are sometimes surreptitiously uprooted for fuel al-
most as soon as they are planted.3

Trees are becoming scarce in the most unlikely places. In some of the
most remote villages in the world, deep in the once heavily forested
Himalayan foothills of Nepal, journeying out to gather firewood
and fodder is now an entire day’s task. Just one generation ago the
same expedition required no more than an hour or two.4

Ecological Consequences
Because those directly suffering its consequences are mostly illiterate,
and wood shortages lack the photogenic visibility of famine, the fire-



wood crisis has not provoked much world attention. And in a way
there is little point in calling this a world problem, for fuel-wood
scarcity, unlike oil scarcity, is always localized in its apparent di-
mensions. Economics seldom permit fuel wood to be carried or
trucked more than a few hundred miles from where it grows, let
alone the many thousands of miles traversed by the modern barrel
of oil. To say that firewood is scarce in Mali or Nepal is of no im-
mediate consequence to the Boy Scout building a campfire in Penn-
sylvania, whereas his parents have already learned that decisions in
Saudi Arabia can keep the family car in the garage.

Unfortunately, however, the consequences of firewood scarcity are
seldom limited to the economic burden placed on the poor of a par-
sicular locality. The accelerating degradation of woodlands through-
out Africa, Asia, and Latin America, caused in part by fuel gathering,
lies at the heart of what will likely be the most profound ecological
challenge of the late twentieth century. On a global basis, an ecologi-
cal threat to human well-being far more insidious and intractable than
the industrial pollution of our air and water—which has preempted
thinking on environmental quality—is the undermining of the pro-
ductivity of the land itself through soil erosion, increasingly severe
flooding, creeping deserts, and declining soil fertility. All these prob-
lems are accentuated by deforestation, which is spreading as lands
are cleared for agriculture and as rising populations continue their
search for firewood. Rainwater falling on tree-covered land tends to
soak into the ground rather than rush off; erosion and flooding
are thus reduced, and more water seeps into valuable underground

pools and spring sources.
The Dust Bowl years in the Great Plains of the thirties taught Ameri-
cans the perils of devegetating a region prone to droughts. The im-
ages provided by John Steinbeck in The Grapes of Wrath of the hu-
man dislocation wrought by that interaction of man, land, and cli-
mate could easily describe present-day events in large semi-arid
stretches of Africa along the northern and southern edges of the
Sahara, and around the huge Rajasthan Desert in northwest India.
Overgrazing by over-sized herds of cattle, goats, and sheep is the
chief culprit, but fuel-wood gathering is also an important contrib-

8



utor to the destruction of trees in these regions. Firewood is a scarce
and expensive item throughout the sub-Saharan fringe of Africa,
all the way from Senegal to Ethiopia, but citizens in towns like Nia-
mey are paying a much higher price than they realize for their cook-
ing fuel. The caravans that bring in this precious resource are
contributing to the creation of desert-like conditions in a wide band
below the desert’s edge. Virtually all trees within 70 kilometers of
Ouagadougou have been consumed as fuel by the city’s inhabitants,
and the circle of land ““strip-mined”’ for firewood—without reclama-
tion—is continually expanding.

0

Similar pressures of overgrazing and deforestation in North Africa
are having the same consequences. H. N. Le Houérou of the United
Nations Food and Agriculture Organization figures that 100,000
hectares of land are lost to the desert each year due to human activi-
ties in Algeria, Morocco, Libya, and Tunisia.’ In an interesting ex-
periment, the Libyans and others have tried spraying oil on the sand
dunes to hold them back, but most arid countries will have to fol-
low Algeria's recent lead in undertaking a massive tree-planting
campaign if they hope to stop the sand. India, too, is forfeiting farm-
lands and rangelands to desert sands, while vaster dry regions, which
stretch eastward from the Rajasthan Desert and constitute perhaps a
fifth of the country, now present a nearly treeless landscape. Wind
erosion is chronic and the agricultural yields extracted from the in-
fertile subsoil are either falling or have finally stabilized at a low
level.

Dangerous Substitutes
In the Indian subcontinent, the most pernicious result of firewood
scarcity is probably not the destruction of tree cover itself, but the
alternative to which a good share of the people in India, Pakistan,
and Bangladesh have been forced. A visitor to almost any village in
the subcontinent is greeted by omnipresent pyramids of hand-molded
dung patties drying in the sun. In many areas these dung cakes have
been the only source of fuel for generations, but now, by necessity,
their use is spreading further. Between 300 and 400 million tons of
wet dung—which shrinks to 60 to 80 million tons when dried—is
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annually burned for fuel in India alone, robbing farmland of badly
needed nutrients and organic matter. The plant nutrients wasted an-
nually in this fashion in India equal more than a third of the coun-
try’s chemical fertilizer use. Looking only at this direct economic
cost, it is easy to see why the country’s National Commission on
Agriculture recently declared that “the use of cow dung as a source
of non-commercial fuel is virtually a crime.” Dung is also burned
for fuel in parts of the Sahelian zone in Africa, Ethiopia, Iraq, and in
the nearly treeless Andean valleys and slopes of Bolivia and Peru,
where the dung of llamas has been the chief fuel in some areas since
the days of the Incas.

Even more important than the loss of agricultural nutrients is the
damage done to soil structure and quality through the failure to re-
turn manures to the fields. Organic materials—humus and soil or-
ganisms which live in it—play an essential role in preserving the soil
structure and fertility needed for productive farming. Organic mat-
‘er holds the soil in place when rain falls and wind blows, and re-
duces the wasteful, polluting runoff of chemical nutrients where
they are applied, thus increasing the efficiency of their use. These
considerations apply especially to the soils in tropical regions where
most dung is now burned, because tropical topsoils are usually thin
and, once exposed to the harsh treatment of the burning sun and tor-
rential monsoon rains, are exceptionally prone to erosion, and to
losing their structure and fertility.

Peasants in the uplands of South Korea have found another, equally
destructive way to cope with the timber shortage. A United Nations
forestry team visiting the country in the late 1960s found not only
live tree-branches, shrubs, seedlings, and grasses being cut for fuel;
many hillsides were raked clean of all leaves, litter, and burnable ma-
cerials. Raking in this fashion, to meet needs for home fuel and farm
compost, robs the soil of both a protective cover and organic matter,
and the practice was cited by the U.N. experts as “one of the principal
causes of soil erosion in Korea.” Firewood scarcity similarly impairs
productivity in Eastern Nigeria, where the Tiv people have been
forced to uproot crop residues after the harvest for use as fuel. Tradi-



tionally, the dead stalks and leaves have been left to enrich the soil
and hold down erosion.”

A Closing Circle 11

The increasing time required to gather firewood in many mountain
villages of Nepal is leading to what the kingdom's agricultural offi-
cials fear most of all. For, once procuring wood takes too long to be
worth the trouble, some farmers start to use cow dung, which was
formerly applied with great care to the fields, as cooking fuel. As
this departure from tradition spreads, the fertility of the hills, already
declining due to soil erosion, will fall sharply. In the more inac-
cessible spots there is no economic possibility whatsoever of replac-
ing the manure with chemical fertilizers.

And so the circle starts to close in Nepal, a circle long completed in
parts of India. As wood scarcity forces farmers to burn more dung
for fuel, and to apply less to their fields, falling food output will ne-
cessitate the clearing of ever larger, ever steeper tracts of forest—
intensifying the erosion and landslide hazards. Even Nepal's key eco-
nomic planning body, the National Planning Commission, now says
that if present trends continue, a ‘‘semi-desert type of ecology in the
hilly regions’ will be created.

Though most dramatically apparent in Nepal, this same cluster of
phenomena threatens the future habitability of the entire stretch of
Himalayan foothills, from Afghanistan through northern Pakistan,
India, and Nepal to Burma. And the negative consequences by no
means stop at the base of the hills. When soil washes away it must re-
locate somewhere, and the rising load of silt carried by Asia's rivers
is choking up expensive reservoirs and irrigation works. Most threat-
ening of all to food-production prospects on the Indian subconti-
nent, where nearly one in every five human beings lives, is a rise in
the frequency and severity of flooding in Pakistan, India, and possi-
bly Bangladesh, the result of denuded watersheds off which rainfall
rushes quickly, and of the excessive load of sediment from upstream
that builds up river beds, reducing their capacity to channel water.



“Even if we somehow grow
enough food for our people in

the year 2000, how in the world
will they cook it?”

12

Firewood scarcity, then, is intimately linked to the food problem fac-
ing many countries in two ways. Deforestation and the diversion of
manures to use as fuel are sabotaging the land's ability to produce
food. Meanwhile, as an Indian official put it, “Even if we somehow
grow enough food for our people in the year 2000, how in the world
will thev cook it?’

B. B. Vohra, a senior Indian agricultural official who has pushed his
government ahead on numerous ecological causes, shook his head as
we talked in his New Delhi office. “I'm afraid that we are approach-
ing the point of no return with our resource base. If we can’t soon
build some dramatic momentum in our reforestation and soil con-

servation programs, we'll find ourselves in a downward spiral with
an irresistible momentum of its own.” Without a rapid reversal of pre-
vailing trends, in fact, India will find itself with a billion people to
support and a countryside that is little more than a moonscape. But
the politicians, in India and other poor countries, will soon start
taking notice, for they will begin to realize that if the people can’t
find any firewood, they will surely find something else to burn.

A Renewable Resource
The firewood crisis is in some ways more, and in others less, intract-
able than the energy crisis of the industrialized world. Resource scarc-
ity can usually be attacked from either end, through the conserva-
tion of demand or the expansion of supply. The world contraction in
demand for oil in 1974 and early 1975, for example, helped to ease
temporarily the conditions of shortage.

But the firewood needs of the developing countries cannot be
massively reduced in this fashion. The energy system of the truly
poor contains no easily trimmable fat such as four to five thousand
pound private automobiles represent. Furthermore, a global reces-
sion does little to dampen the demand for firewood as it temporarily
has in the case of oil. The unfortunate truth is that the amount of
wood burned in a particular country is almost completely determined
by the number of people who need to use it. In the absence of suit-



able alternative energy sources, future firewood needs in these coun-
tries will be determined largely by population growth.
The simple arithmetic of exponential growth suggests the immensity 13
of the fuel-wood challenge facing many poor countries. As Table 1
shows, 99 percent of Tanzania's population burns an average of 1.8
tons of wood per person each year. Since Tanzania's population is
now just over 15 million, about 27 million tons of wood will be
burned for fuel in 1975. But if Tanzania's population should con-
tinue growing at the present rate of 2.7 percent annually, it will mul-
tiply 14-fold in a century. If the proportion of wood users should
remain constant, the consumption of wood for fuel would also multi-
ply 14-fold to reach 370 million tons per year.

Per capita wood use in Thailand, at 1.1 tons per year, is somewhat
lower than that in Tanzania. Yet Thailand's current population
growth rate will produce a 16-fold increase in its population of 42
million in a hundred years, resulting in a total of 672 million people—
more than now live in India. It is difficult to envisage how Thailand's
rich tropical forests could survive pressures of this magnitude.

Table 1: Fuel Wood Consumption in Tanzania, Gambia, and Thailand
Fuel Wood as

Fuel Wood Share of Total Fuel Wood Users
Consumption Timber as Share of

Per Capita Consumption Total Population
[tons/vear) (percent) (percent)

Tanzania 1.8
Gambia 1.2
Thailand tr
Source: Adapted from Keith Openshaw, “Wood Fuels the Developing World,” New
Scientist,Vol. 61, No. 883, 31 January 1974.
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Even if the demographers are surprised by quick progress in slowing
population growth over the next few decades, the demand for basic
resources like firewood will still push many countries to their limits.



Fortunately trees, unlike oil, are a renewable resource when prop-
erly managed. The logical immediate response to the firewood short-

14 28 one that will have many incidental ecological benefits, is to
plant more trees in plantations, on farms, along roads, in shelter
belts, and on unused land throughout the rural areas of the poor
countries. For many regions, fast-growing tree varieties are available
‘hat can be culled for firewood inside of a decade.

The concept is simple, but its implementation is not. Governments
‘n nearly all the wood-short countries have had tree-planting pro-
grams for some time—for several decades in some cases. National for-
estry departments in particular have often been aware of the need to
boost the supply of wood products and the need to preserve forests
for a habitable environment. But several problems have plagued
‘hese programs from the beginning.

One is the sheer magnitude of the need for wood, and the scale of the
growth in demand. Population growth, which surprised many with
‘ts acceleration in the post-war era, has swallowed the moderate
tree-planting efforts of many countries, rendering their impact al-
most negligible. Wood-producing programs will have to be under-
taken on a far greater scale than most governments presently con-
~eive if a real dent is to be made in the problem.

The problem of scale is closely linked to a second major obstacle to
meeting this crisis: the perennial question of political priori-
ties and decision-making time-frames. What with elections to win,
wars to fight, dams to build, and hungry mouths to feed, it is hard
for any politician to concentrate funds and attention on a problem
so diffuse and seemingly long-term in nature. Some ecologists in the
poor countries have been warning their governments for decades
about the dangers of deforestation and fuel shortages, but tree-plant-
ing programs don’t win elections. This phenomenon is of course
quite familiar to all countries, not just the poorest. In the United
States, resource specialists pointed out the coming energy crisis
throughout the 1960s, but it took a smash in the face in 1973 to
wake up the government, and as of late 1975 the country still can
hardly be said to have tackled the energy challenge head on.



“Most oftheregions with too
few trees also have too many

cattle, sheep, and goats.”

Despite these inherent political problems, India’s foresters made a
major breakthrough a few years back as the government drew up
its five-year development plan for the mid to late seventies. Plans
were laid for the large-scale establishment of fast-growing tree plan-
tations, and for planting trees on farms and village properties
throughout the country.®? A program is going ahead now, but there
have been some unexpected events since the projects were first con-
templated two or three years ago: the quintupling of the world price
of petroleum, the tripling in price and world shortages of grains and
fertilizers, a wholesale diversion of development funds just to muddle
through 1974 without a major famine and a total economic break-
down. India’s development efforts were set back several years by re-
cent events, and forestry programs have not been immune to this
trend.

Political, Cultural, and Administrative Tangles

15

Even when the political will is there and the funds are allocated, im-
plementing a large-scale reforestation campaign is an unexpectedly
complex and difficult process. Planting millions of trees and success-
fully nurturing them to maturity is not a technical, clearly boundaried
task like building a dam or a chemical-fertilizer plant. Tree-planting
projects almost always become deeply enmeshed in the political, cul-
tural, and administrative tangles of a rural locality; they touch upon,
and are influenced by, the daily living habits of many people, and
they frequently end in failure.
Most of the regions with too few trees also have too many cattle,
sheep,’ and goats. Where rangelands are badly overgrazed, the leaves
of a young sapling present an appetizing temptation to a foraging
animal. Even if he keeps careful control of his own livestock, a
herdsman may reason that if his animals don’t eat the leaves, some-
one else's will. Marauding livestock are prime destroyers of tree-
planting projects throughout the less developed world. Even if a vil-
age is internally disciplined enough to defend new trees from its own
residents, passing nomads or other wanderers may do them in. To be
successful, then, reforestation efforts often require a formidable ad-
ministrative effort to protect the plants for years—not to mention the



monitoring of timber harvesting and replanting activities once the
trees reach maturity.

16 Village politics can undermine a program as well. An incident from
Ethiopia a few years back presents an extreme case, but its lessons
are plain. A rural reforestation program was initiated as a public
works scheme to help control erosion and supply local wood needs.
The planting jobs were given to the local poor, mostly landless la-
borers who badly needed the low wages they could earn in the plant-
ing program. Seedlings were distributed, planting commenced, and
all seemed to be going well—until the overseers journeyed out to
check the progress. They found that in many areas the seedlings
had been planted upside down! The laborers, of course, well knew
:he difference between roots and branches; they also knew that given
the feudal land-tenure system in which they were living, most of the
benefits of the planting would flow one way or another into the
hands of their lords. They were not anxious to work efficiently for
substandard wages on a project that brought them few personal
returns.’

In country after country, the same lesson has been learned: tree-
planting programs are most successful when a majority of the local
community is deeply involved in planning and implementation, and
clearly perceives its self-interest in success. Central or state govern-
ments can provide stimulus, technical advice, and financial assist-
ance, but unless community members clearly understand why lands
to which they have traditionally had free access for grazing and
wood-gathering are being demarcated into a plantation, they are apt
to view the project with suspicion or even hostility. With wider com-
munity participation, on the other hand, the control of grazing pat-
terns can be built into the program from the beginning, and a moti-
vated community will protect its own project and provide labor at
little or no cost.

An approach like this—working through village councils, with locally-
mobilized labor doing the planting and protection work—is now
being tried in India. This approach too has its pitfalls; Indian villages
are notoriously faction-ridden, and the ideal of the whole community
working together for its own long-term benefit may be somewhat



utopian. But if it can get underway on a large scale, the national
program in India may succeed. Once given a chance, fast-growing
trees bring visible benefits quickly, and they just could catch on. The
Chinese have long used the decentralized, community labor-mobiliz- 17
ing approach to reforestation, apparently with moderate success.

AlternativeFuels
Whatever the success of tree-planting projects, the wider substitu-
tion of other energy sources where wood is now being used would,
if feasible, contribute greatly to a solution of the firewood problem.
A shift from wood-burning stoves to those running on natural gas,
coal, or electricity has indeed been the dominant global trend in the
last century and a half. As recently as 1850, wood met 91 percent of
the fuel needs of the United States, but today in the economically ad-
vanced countries, scarcely any but the intentionally rustic, and scat-
tered poor in the mountains, chop wood by necessity anymore. In
the poor countries, too, the proportion of wood users is falling
gradually, especially in the cities, which are usually partly electrified,
and where residents with much income at all may cook their food
with bottled gas or kerosene. Someone extrapolating trends of the
first seven decades of this century might well have expected the con-
tinued spread of kerosene and natural gas use at a fairly brisk pace
in the cities and into rural areas, eventually rendering firewood nearly
obsolete.

Events of the last two years, of course, have abruptly altered energy-
use trends and prospects everywhere. The most widely overlooked
impact of the fivefold increase in oil prices, an impact drowned out
by the economic distress caused for oil-importing countries, is the fact
‘hat what had been the most feasible substitute for firewood, kero-
sene, has now been pulled even farther out of reach of the world’s
poor than it already was. The hopes of foresters and ecologists for a
rapid reduction of pressures on receding woodlands through a
stepped-up shift to kerosene withered overnight in December, 1973,
when OPEC announced its new oil prices. In fact, the dwindling of
world petroleum reserves and the depletion of woodlands reinforce



“Nothing . . . would be better

than a dirt-cheap device for
cooking dinner in the evening

with solar energy collected
earlier in the day.”

each other; climbing firewood prices encourage more people to use
petroleum-based products for fuel, while soaring oil prices make this

[ shift less feasible, adding to the pressure on forests.8 The interconnections of firewood scarcity, ecological stress, and the
broader global energy picture set the stage for some interesting, if
somewhat academic, questions about sensible disposition of world
resources. In one sense it is true that the poor countries, and the
world as a whole, have been done a favor by the OPEC countries,
who through price hikes and supply restrictions are forcing con-
servation of a valuable and fast-disappearing resource, and are not
letting the poor countries get dangerously hooked on an undepend-
able energy supply. In a sensibly organized world, however, taking
into account the total picture of energy, ecology, and food, the oil
distribution picture would look far different. The long-term interest
‘n preserving the productive capacity of the earth and in maximizing
welfare for the greatest number of people might argue for lower
prices and a rapid increase, not a halt, in the adoption of kerosene
and natural gas in the homes of the poor over the next two decades.
This in turn would be viable for a reasonable time period only if the
waste and comparatively frivolous uses of energy in the industrial
countries, which are depleting petroleum reserves so quickly, were
cut sharply. It is not so far-fetched as it might first seem to say that
today’s driving habits in Los Angeles, and today’s price and produc-
tion-level decisions in the Persian Gulf, can influence how many tons
of food are lost to floods in India, and how many acres of land the

Sahara engulfs, in 1980.
Fossil fuels are not the only alternate energy source being contem-
plated, and over the long term many of those using firewood, like
everyone else, will have to turn in other directions. Nothing, for ex-
ample, would be better than a dirt-cheap device for cooking dinner
in the evening with solar energy collected earlier in the day. But ac-
tually developing such a stove and introducing it to hundreds of mil-
lions of the world’s most tradition-bound and penniless families is
another story. While some solar cookers are already available, the
cost of a family unit, at about $35-$50, is prohibitive for many
since. in the absence of suitable credit arrangements, the entire



price must be available at once. Furthermore, no inexpensive means
of storing heat for cloudy days and for evenings has yet been devised.1°

[ndian scientists have pioneered for decades with an ideal sound- 19
ing device that breaks down manures and other organic wastes
into methane gas for cooking and a rich compost for the farm. Over
eight thousand of these bio-gas plants, as they are called, are now be-
ing used in India. Without a substantial reduction in cost, however,
they will only slowly infiltrate the hundreds of thousands of rural vil-
lages where the fuel problem is growing. Additionally, as the plants
are adopted, those too poor to own cattle could be left worse off than
ever, denied traditional access to dung but unable to afford bio-gas.1
Still, it is scientific progress with relatively simple, small-scale devices
like solar cookers and bio-gas plants that will likely provide the fuel
source of the future in most poor countries.

[n terms of energy, Nepal is luckier than many countries in one re-
spect. The steep slopes and surging rivers that cause so many envi-
ronmental problems also make Nepal one of the few remaining coun-
tries with a large untapped hydroelectric potential. The latent power
is huge, equaling the hydroelectric capacity of Canada, the United
States, and Mexico combined. Exploitation of this resource will be
expensive and slow, but would relieve some of the pressures being
placed on forests by the larger towns of Nepal and northern India.
On the other hand, cheap electricity will only partly reduce firewood
demands, since the electrification of isolated villages in the rugged
Himalayas may never be economically feasible.

Back to.the Basics

Firewood scarcity will undoubtedly influence governmental percep-
tions of the population problem in the years ahead. It spotlights the
urgency of slowing population growth through action on several
fronts: making family planning services universally available; en-
couraging the liberation of women from traditional roles; meeting the
basic social needs such as rudimentary health care, adequate nutrition,
and literacy that are usually associated with reduced fertility; and re-
orienting social and economic incentives to promote smaller families.
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The firewood crisis, like many other resource problems, is also forc-
‘ng governments and analysts back to the basics of man’s relation-
ship with the land—back to concerns lost sight of in an age of macro-
economic models and technological optimism. Awareness is spread-
‘ng that the simple energy needs of the world’s poorest third are un-
likely ever to be met by nuclear power-plants, any more than their
minimum food needs will be met by huge synthetic-protein factories.

Firewood scarcity and its attendant ecological hazards have brought
the attitude of people toward trees into sharp focus. In his essay
‘Buddhist Economics,” E. F. Schumacher praises the practical as
well as esoteric wisdom in the Buddha's teaching that his followers
should plant and nurse a tree every few years.!? Unfortunately, this
ethical heritage has been largely lost, even in the predominantly
Buddhist societies of Southeast Asia. In fact, most societies today
lack an ethic of environmental cooperation, an ethic not of con-
servation for its own sake, but of human survival amid ecological
systems heading toward collapse.

This will have to change, and fast. The inexorable growth in the de-
mand for firewood calls for tree-planting efforts on a scale more
massive than most bureaucrats have ever even contemplated, much
less planned for. The suicidal deforestation of Africa, Asia, and
Latin America must somehow be slowed and reversed. Deteriorating
ecological systems have a logic of their own; the damage often builds
quietly and unseen for many years, until one day the system col-
lapses with lethal vengeance. Ask anyone who lived in Oklahoma
in 1934, or Chad in 1975.
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article By RICHARD M.KOFF witn THE CAREFUL DISREGARD of
their respective governments, two dozen eminent men were gathered
fast June in one of the great old grande luxe Swiss hotels. They strode
familiarly down wide, carpeted halls—an Italian industrialist, a Bel
gian banker, two university presidents, a professor at MIT, the director
of a major Swiss research institute, a Japanese nuclear physicist, a
science advisor to an international economics organization, several
economists whose pessimism, if quoted in the press, could cause a stock
market crash.

They moved purposefully toward a conference room. They did not
drift, though side conversations delayed several mémbers of the execu-
live committee. Their one common characteristic was a certain firm

ness about the lips and jaw indicating an intention to get things
done. They were activists in the most responsible meaning of the term,
Each had been invited to join the group, called the Club of Rome, by
its founder, Aurelio Peccei, himself a member of the management
committee of Fiat, vice-president of Olivetti and managing director of
[talconsult. Each served quietly, without compensation nor even paid
axpenscs, as a full-fledged member.

They represented the best analytical minds of the world, with con-
siderable influence to make funds available if a promising approach
could be found to stop the suicidal roller coaster man now rides. Their
concern during the two days in Bern was formidably titled A Project
on the Predicament of Mankind. The predicament is simply stated:
World population is growing by 70,000,000 people every year. This is
the fastest growth in man’s history, and the rate is still accelerating. We
will number four billion in 1975 and, if current trends continue, we can
expect to reach eight billion well before the year 2000. This population
is making more and more demands on its environment. We are taking
fresh water out of the ground roughly twice as fast as natural processes
replace it. The demand for electric power in the U.S. is doubling every
ten years, and most power comes from the heavily polluting combus-
:ion of coal. We are building 10,000,000 cars a year—twice as many as
we made only 17 years ago, and cars burn gasoline, grind rubber tires
:0 dust, wear asbestos brakes into an acrid powder.

Until 1970; these figures were considered proud evidence of prog-
cess. After all, it was reasoned, if power demands, automobile production
and water consumption are increasing even faster than population,
then the standard of living of each individual must be improving; and
for the advanced countries, this is certainly true. Edward C. Banfield,
orofessor of urban government at Harvard, wrote a few years ago: “The
plain fact is that the overwhelming majority of city dwellers live more
comfortably and more conveniently than ever before. They have more
and better housing, more and better schools, more and better transpor
tation, and so on. By any conceivable measure of material welfare, the
sresent generation of urban Americans is, on the whole, better oft than
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It's not surprising, then, that the in-
Justrialized nations consider progress
synonymous with economic growth and
hat the underdeveloped nations share
that article of faith. The world wants
and expects more people, more and fast-
or jet planes, more television sets, more
dishvashers. If one car in the garage is

good. two must be better.
But consider the price of this plenty:

Death due to lung cancer and bron-
chitis is doubling every ten years. The
U.S. incidence of emphysema has dou-
sled in the past five years. Crime in large
cities has also doubled in the past five

years.
Population biologist Paul Ehrlich de-

scribes an experiment in which a pair of
fruit flies is put into a milk bottle with
a small amount of food. In a matter of

days, the population of fruit flies has
multiplied to the pojnt where the bottle
is black with them. Then the limited
food and their own eflluvia raise the

death rate, and the population drops
suddenly down to zero. After 10,000 years
of uninhibited propagation, mankind is
beginning to sense the confines of its
oottle. Man is beginning to realize that
he’s going to have to stop multiplying
his numbers and gobbling up his world
—and .do it soon—because if the deci-
sion isn’t made by him, it will -be made
for him by the laws of mathematics and
nature.

The trouble is that man has never

peen’ very successful in controlling the
destruction of community property. We
have hws that keep a man from raping
his neizhbor’s daughter, but we have few
that keep him from despoiling his air.
We have tried governmental action to
remedy social ills before, but, as Banfield
writes, “Insofar as they have any effect
on the serious problems,. it is, on the
whole, to aggravate them.”

This was the “predicament” facing the
Club of Rome that June .day. MIT
professor Jay W. Forrester was a rela-
tively new member of the club. He was

‘ean, graying and spoke with the dry,
didactic factuality of the trained lectur-
er. His theory was startling in its direct

ness—that governmental inadequacy 15
an exzmple of predictable ‘and consist-
ently self-defeating human behavior. His
studies had suggested that the human
mind is not adapted to interpreting the
behavior of social systems, that human
judgment and intuition were created,
rained and naturally sclected to look
only in the immediate past for the cause
of a problem. The hot stove burns the

finger, not the curiosity that made one
reach out to touch it.

All human solutions tend to be that

simplistic. We see thousands of people
n ratinfested, leaky-roofcd tenements.
Dur waditional answer has been to

car down the tenements and put up

arge, low-income housing projects. The
&gt;ruitt-Igoe project in St. Louis was built
0 solve this problem and now 26 11-

tory glass-and-concrete’ apartment build-
ngs are being boarded up a scant 15

years after they were built—and long
vefore they were paid for. Vandalism,
ohysical deterioration and an impossible
ob of maintaining essential services
nade the project a social, architectural
ind financial disaster. Elevators stalled,
vindows were broken faster than they
sould be replaced, residents were assault
od in the halls, apartments werc broken
nto and doors never repaired. The
oorest of the poor refused to live there
nd vacancies climbed even as surround-

ng housing became more scarce. The
buildings now stand vacant as monu-

nents to governmental waste.
Our streets and highways are bumper

0 bumper with cars, so our answer has
seen wider and longer highways. But
nore highways attract more traffic, until

he density is the same as—if not worse
han—before. No highway system has
wer caught up with the traflic it carries.
When a rapid-transit system is in finan-
:ial trouble, fares are raised to produce
more income. But this only persuades
more people to use cars, which clog the
oads even more and provide less net
‘ncome to the transit system. And it
akes longer to drive through a modern
ity in a 300-horsepower automobile than
.t did in a onehorsepower buggy 100
years ago. :

Forrester had his first hint of this
social nearsightedness while analyzing
corporate problems. “Time after time,
we have gone into a corporation which
is having severe and wellknown dif
Sculties—such as a falling market share,

low profitability or instability of em-
ployment,” he says. “We find that
seople perceive correctly what they are
tying to accomplish. People can give
-ational reasons for their actions. They

 wre usually trying in good conscience to
olve the major difliculties: Policies arc
heing followed on the presumption that
hey will alleviate the difficulties. In
many instances, it then emerges that the
nown policies describe a system which
wctually causes the troubles. The known
and intended practices of the organiza
ion are fully sufficient to create the

lifficulty, "regardless of what happens
sutside the company. A downward spi-
-al develops in which the presumed so-
ution makes the difficulty worse and

hereby causes redoubling of the pre-
umed solution.”

The same destructive behavior ap

scared when Forrester studied the solu
dons to urban problems. Actions taken
o improve conditions in a city actually
nake matters worse. The construction ol

ow-cost housing such as the Pruitt

‘goe project eventually produces more
lepressed arcas and tenements, because
t permits higher population densities
and accommodates more low-income pop-
dation than can find jobs. A socil
rap is created in which excess low-cost
.ousing attracts low-income people to
laces where even their low incomes
-annot be maintained. “If we were mali

sous and wanted to create urban slums,

rap low-income pcople in ghetto areas
and increase the number of people on
velfare, we could do little better than

follow the present policics,” says Forres:
er. And, further, “The belief that more

money will solve urban problems has
taken attention away from correcting the
underlying causes and has instead al
lowed the problems to grow to the limit
of the available money, whatever tha
amount might be.”

Forrester’s approach differs from that
of ecologists, economists or demogra:
phers, becavse he does not narrow. his
attention to a single, specific causc-and-
effect relationship. In his study, he was
trying to make an all-encompassing
quantitative measure of the city as a so

cial and biological system. It is a macro-
~osmic view that weaves the statistics of
pirth and death with the ecortomics of

mass production, variations in the job
market with the realities of real-estate
investment returns. It is a complex,

highly interrelated system of analysis
hat recognizes that you cannot break a

city down into its component parts with
out distortion so extreme as to make the

eflort useless.
He had never wuried to analyze the

entire world, but HisTstudies of the dy
namics of corporations and of cities
showed why programs begun in good
raith worked out as badly as they often

lid. Why shouldn’t the method be ex
panded to deal with the dynamics of the
whole world system?

When men of action agree, obstacles

disappear. A European foundation was
happy to make a sizable grant to sup
port the project. Two months later, un
ler the direction of Professor Dennis
\Meadows, a team of nine researchers al

VII'T was being recruited to examine
Forrester's theories in detail, expand the
analysis and see what mankind could do
to avoid the seemingly inevitable. As
his article is written, almost a year into

the project, it is confirming cverything
Torrester predicted.

Starting with cause-and-effect relation
Ships he was sure of, Meadows went to

he specialists, for evaluations of exact
(continued on face 2006)
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quantitative influences. We know that This goes up when there are adequate
he death rate is directly affected by food, medical service, housing "and con-
‘ood availability, pollution levels and sumer goods, and low levels of crowding
crowding. Experts can cven reach con- and pollution.
sensus on how the material standard of The amount of calculation necessary

living- -meaning health services and jyerloads the human brain. It would take
nowsing, as well as the. other fruits of goo men at 1000 calculators to work out

:echmology—sharply reduces the death ‘he numbers year by year, following the
-ate as it climbs above some mininuum abvrinthine relationships of the system.
level necessary io Susy life. Bue Tw But it takes only a few seconds to un the
her improvement in the standard of Jrojection on a computer. With the re
living doesn’t do much to reduce the HT . Cy

 te Ee a ationships agreed to up front by agricul:
leath rate, no matter how high it gocs. . . oo
 ey i aral and industrial experts, census takers
Similarly, deaths caused by 1970 pollu- | fancial | io Ivisors. T
tion levels are almost negligible when He HIER ane economic AdVISoTS, Fors
-ompared with the olieeis of te ater ester pushes the stare button and lets the
factors. But if pollution levels climb ten OMPULer plot out curves thar star with
or a hundred times higher than they have he year 1900 and PB 2100. The results
ceached already—and pollution will reach offer Sune object lessons in how close
such levels if current trends continue— Man 1s io committing suicide.

we can anticipate a death rate high The first thing we lcarn is that the

enough to make the worst plagues in his tnemy is our love of growth. Enormous
ory seem like mild outbreaks of flu. pressures are now appearingonallsides

Crowding also has its effect on the hat will act to suppress growth. Natural
death rate. In the extreme case, people  -csources are being depleted; pollution
will kill one another for room to stand,  evels, crowding and inadequate food
but long before that limit is reached, the ypp50ies, either separately or in concert,
psychological effects and social stresses 0 eoing to arrest and reverse popula-
of crime, war and disease will do their . = 7. . } .

. . don growth forcibly "and disastrously.
Jamage. Garrett Hardin of the Univer- xactle which will deliver tl J
sity of California writes of a more subtle ANALY which will deliver the coup de
eficct of crowding. The cyclone that grdce is unclear, In the carves show the
sruck East Pakistan in November 1970 possible alternatives. It is for man to

was reported to have killed 300.000 decide which he prefers.
people. The newspapers said it was the
cyclone that killed them. Hardin says
crowding was the cause. “The Gangetic
delta 1s barely above sea level,” he says.
‘Every year, several thousand people are
dalled in quite ordinary storms. If Paki-
stant were not overcrowded, no sane man

would bring his family to such a place.
. .-A delta belongs to the river and the

sea; man obtrudes there at his peril.

Birth rate is calculated in” a similar
vay. Food production, pollutian levels,
crowding and material standard of liv-
ng have their separate and predictable
afluences on the rate of growth. The
difference between births and deaths es-

ablishes net population gain; and, giv-
en the current figures for sundards of

living, food availability, pollution and
crowding, total population can be recal
ulated cat annual intervals as far into

he future as you like.

Jo isn’t necessary to go into all the
details of Forrester’s method: The analy-
sis includes all the effects mentoned here,
plus such factors as natural-resource us

age (dependent on population and capital
vestment) and capial invesunent-(de-
pendent on population, material standind
of hiving, and discard or wear-out time of

capital equipment). Torvester also cal
culates something he calls quality of life,

pared with some of the others, these
-urves look almost tolerable. This projec
ion shows population rising steadily un
al about 2020, when natal resources

start falling sharply. The world is already
-unning out of easily mined ores and
fuel for power that drives mass-production
nachinery and raises agricultural viclds.
But a growing population needs moic
esources—at fust just for the amenities
of life, later for survival, The industrial
ced nations are growing rapidly and are
lacing ever-incremsing demands on the
esources that often come from undar-

leveloped countries. What will happen
when the resource-supplying nations start
to hold back because they sce the day
~hen their own demands will require

available supplies?
In this projection, the material stand

wd of living (not graphed) will climb
antil about the year 2000; capital invest
ment per person will continue to increase

mtil then—Dbelore the depletion of nat
aral resources has had a chance to mike

tself felt. Then, in about 2050, industrial-
‘zation will turn down as resource short

anges become grave. Pollution will rise to
approximately six times 1970 levels, but
his won't be high enough to create a

runaway pollution catastrophe. There
will, however, be widespread dissatisfac-
tion because the quality of life will drop
slowly as pollution grows and as qowd
ing adds its irritations.
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For his sccond projection. Fouester
assumed we wouldn't be so Jucky as to

un out of natural resources, Suppose

wcicnce finds plastic or gliss substitutes
for metals, and new power sources make

it possible for us to reduce demands on
roal Cons and oil reserves, Te went hack to
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the computer with the nafural-resources- The conclusion is inescapable. If the
depletion rate after 1970 reduced to 25 world is to achieve equilibrium at a
percent of -ts former value (above). material standard of living at or close to

In this case, capital investment and he level now enjoyed by the developed
population grow until pollution levels nations, world population and indus
get so high that death rate. birth rate and rialization must be considerably lower
food production arc drastically and dan- han the current averages. And that i
gerously affected. Population goes to al solitical dynamite.
nost six billion by 2030 and then, in a This projection demonstrates a vitally
scant 30 years. drops to one billion. This mmovtant characteristic of the world

s a world-wide catastrophe of mind-  ystem: It is going to reach equilibriun,
doggling proportions. War, pestilence, ne way or another. We are centering «
starvation and infant mortality turn the wrbulent time, a time when the dedica
world into a morgue. The highly indus. on to growth in the advanced nations
trialized countries probably suffer most, vill have. to give way. It is impossible
because they are least able to survive lor every citizen of the world alive today

the disruption to the environment and 0 enjoy the standard of living that ha:

0 the food supply. déen taken for granted in the West. The
Some writers have suggested that be-  yoals of our civilization will have tc

fore we experience a catastrophe of this hange, and when goals change, tradi
magnitude, mankind will stop the pollu- jous no longer serve. We can predict a

tion-generating process by legislation or seriod of great unrest and uncertainty
even revolution; but this is not very with a frighteningly greater possibility
likely. The most important generator of of world war, unless enough people S€¢
pollutants is industrialization. which is hat the tue enemy is the system, not
also the major contributor to a higher one another.

standard of living. It is dithcult to imag: A second discouraging characteristic
ine” underdeveloped nations agreeing to of the system is that major scientific
a curtailment of their industrial growth. achievement in the form of reduced de-
The rich nations cannot say to the poor pletion of natural resources has the effect

ones, “OK. we've gone as far as we can uly. of postponing the date of catas-

go. Let's hold still right here” It is just rophe. It permits greater overshoot of
as impossible to say to the poor of our Industrialization and population and

own country, “We've really got to stop. will actually magnify the catastrophe
Sorry, you can’t have shoes for the chil- when it finally comes.
dren, an indoor toilet, a gas stove, a With this firmly in mind, it is rela-

hearing aid for grandma.” Yet, if the ively easy to predict what will happen
poor of all nations were to move up to if the next solution is ittempted. Sup

the standard of living now enjoyed by a pose we agree with the, underdeveloped
majority of Americans, we would have a nations that their material needs should

pollution load on the environment ten be met, and they agree to join us in

times today’s level. rying to cub population erowth. That
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means we increase capital investment

(to give them a better standard of liv-
ing) but apply extreme moral and cco-
nomic pressure to hold down the birth
rate. In this projection (at right), For-
rester assumed we cut the birth rate in

aall in 1970 and increase capital invest
ment by 20 percent. For the fist few
years, things look good. Food per person
increases, material standard of living rises
and aowding is held dose to present
levels. But the more affluent world popu-
lation ends up using natural resources too
fast. Capital investment zooms and the
solution load on the environment reaches
the critical level even carvlier than 1t did

in the previous run.
The reduction in birth rate tempo-

-arily slows population growth, but
lower death rate, greater food produc
don and cased crowding conditions soon
encourage the population"tostart up
again, and it is now a richer and more

polluting population. This shows the
curious interrelationships of what sys
ems analysts call negative fcedback. Dy
starting a promising birth-control pro-
gram, we simultaneously release other

natural pressures that help defeat the
program. ‘Here is the core of the nature
of systems. When one pressure or combi-

nation of pressures is lightened, the re-
sult is likely to be the substitution of a
new problem for the old. Often the new
oroblem is more difficult to solve or less
:;olerable to live with than the old one.
Advanced socictics have come to ¢x-

pect technology to solve their problems.
Technology works well when there ave
unlimited natural resources and geograph-
ical space to expand into; but in- the
real world, we reach limits. Ehrhch’s
milk boule is dose around us.

The projections also demonstrate the
rade-off between short-term and long-
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erm consequences of a decision. The

leveloped nations all achieved their
righer material standard of living by
levoting a generation or two to build

ng up a store of capital equipment.
[hey used the productive capacity of
abor to make machines and factories
-ather than food and other consumable

roods. Robber barons did it -for Ing-
and during tie Indwtrial Revolution
nd for the U.S. during the early expan-
sion phase of its growth. The Soviet
Jnion achieved the same result by ar-

oitrarily denying its citizens the immediate
ruits of their labor. oo

But there are few social mechanisms in

the underdeveloped nations to deler
short-run benefit for long-term return.
The scarcity of $uch mechanisms may
turn out to be a coad thine, because it

has the desirable cffect of keeping aver
age world capital investment under con-
aol. I we can simultancously reduce
capital investment, agree to hold the ma.
erial standard of living at present levels,
ceduce the birth rate to half its current

level, reduce pollution generation to half
its current level (by a cutback in indus

rialization and by application of science
‘0 the problem). perhaps hold back on

ood production somewhat (il population
is stabilized at or below the current level,

we won't be nceding much more food

than is now produced), then, fer the first
rime, we sce the possibility of reaching
equilibrium without catastrophic over
shoot and population decline (left).

On the surface, it scenis anti-human

rarian to reduce capital investment and
stop the effort to 1aise food production.
Sachi drastic measures rouldn’t possibly
be accepted without years of study and
discussion. But the alternatives are dive

and inescapable. The population explo-
sion and pollution are direct descendants
of old gods—industrialization and science.
Without drastically changing its priori-
ties, world population will collapse in
less than a century from the clicets of

pollution, food shortage, disease wd war.
Forrester emphasizes that his analyses

are not intended as literal year-by-year

predictions; but he does insist that mat's
viewpoint must become worldwide and
centuries deep if the species is to survive.
Dennis Meadows and nine deanna
young rescarchers, meanwhile, study dull
books of statistics, scribble numbers on

lined pads and ocantonadly push a few
buttons on a computer console mm whi

surcly must be the Jest dramatic attempt
sver made to save the world,
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article By RICHARD M.KOFF with tHE CAREFUL DISREGARD of
their respective governments, two dozen eminent men were gathered
ast June in one of the great old grande luxe Swiss hotels. ‘They strode
familiarly down wide, carpeted halls—an Italian industrialist, a Bel
gian banker, two university presidents, a professor at MIT, the director
of a major Swiss research institute, a Japanese nuclear physicist, a
science advisor to an international economics organization, several
sconomists whose pessimism, if quoted in the press, could cause a stock
narket crash.

They moved purposefully toward a conference room. They did not
drift, though side conversations delayed several members of the execu
tive committee. Their one common characteristic was a certain firm-

ness about the lips and jaw indicating an intention to get things
done. They were activists in the most responsible meaning of the term
Each had been invited to join the group, called the Club of Rome, by
its founder, Aurelio Peccei, himself a member of the management
committee of Fiat, vice-president of Olivetti and managing director of
[talconsult. Each served quietly, without compensation nor even paid
expenses, as a full-fledged member.

They represented the best analytical minds of the world, with con-
siderable influence to make funds available if a promising approach
could be found to stop the suicidal roller coaster man now rides. Their

concern during the two days in Bern was formidably titled A Project
on the Predicament of Mankind. The predicament is simply stated:
World population is growing by 70,000,000 people every year. This is
the fastest growth in man’s history, and the rate is still accelerating. We
will number {our billion in 1975 and, if current trends continue, we can

expect to reach eight billion well before the year 2000. This population
is making more and more demands onits environment. We are taking
fresh water out of the ground roughly twice as fast as natural processes
replace it. The demand for electric power in the U.S. is doubling every
ten years, and most power comes from the heavily polluting combus-
Lion of coal. We are building 10,000,000 cars a year—twice as many as
we made only 17 years ago, and cars burn gasoline, grind rubber tires
to dust, wear asbestos brakes into an acrid powder.

Jntil 1970, these figures were considered proud evidence of prog:
ress. After all, it was reasoned, if power demands, automobile production
and water consumption are increasing even faster than population,
then the standard of living of each individual must be improving; and
for the advanced countries, this is certainly true. Edward C. Banfield,
professor of urban government at Harvard, wrote a few years ago: “The
plain fact is that the overwhelming majority of city dwellers live more
comfortably and more conveniently than ever before. They have more
and better housing, more and better schools, more and better transpor-
tation, and so on. By any conceivable measure of material welfare, the
sresent generation of urban Americans is, on the whole, better ofl than
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any other large group of people bas ever
been anywhere.”

It's not surprising, then, that the in-
dustrialized nations consider progress
synonymous with economic growth and
that the underdeveloped nations share
that article of faith. The world wants

and expects more people, more and fast-
er jet planes, more television sets, more
dishwashers. 1f one car in the garage is

y00d, two must be better.
But consider the price of this plenty:

Death due to lung cancer and bron-
-hitis is doubling cvery ten years. The
U.S. incidence of emphysema has dou-
bled in the past five years. Crime in large
cities has also doubled in the past five

years.
Population biologist Paul Ehrlich. de-

scribes an experiment in which a pair of
fruit flies is put into a milk bottle with
a small amount of food. In a matter of

days, the population of fruit flies has
multiplied to the pojnt where the bottle
is black with them. Then the limited
food and their own eflluvia raise the

death rate, and the population drops
suddenly down to zero. After 10,000 years
of uninhibited propagation, mankind is
beginning to sense the confines of its
bottle. Man is beginning to realize that
he's going to have to stop multiplying
his numbers and gobbling up his world
—and do it soon—beccause if the deci-
sion isn’t made by him, it will be made
for him by the laws of mathematics and
nature.

The trouble is that man has never

oeen very successful in controlling the
destruction of community property. We
save laws that keep a man from raping
his neighbor's daughter, but we have few
that keep him {rom despoiling his air.
We have tried governmental action to
remedy social ills before, but, as Banfield
writes, “Insofar as they have any effect
on the serious problems, it is, on the

whole, to aggravate them.”
“This was the “predicament” facing the

Club of Rome that June day. MIT
professor Jay WW. Yorrester was a rela-
tively new member of the club. He was

lean, graying and spoke with the dry,
didactic factuality of the trained lectur-
er. His theory was startling in its direct:
aess—that governmental inadequacy is
an example of predictable and consist
ently self-defeating human behavior. His
studies had suggested that the "human
mind is not adapted to interpreting the
behavior of social systems, that human
judgment and intuition were created,
rained and naturally selected to look
only in the immediate past for the cause
of a problem. The hot stove burns the
finger, not the curiosity that made one
reach out to touch it.

All human solutions tend to be that

amplistic. We see thousands of pcople
mn rat-infested, leaky-roofed tenements.
Jur waditional answer has been to

ear down the tenements and put up

arge, low-income housing projects. The
&gt;ruitt-Igoe project in St. Louis was built
0 solve this problem and now 26 11

story glass-and-concrete apartment build-
ings arc being boarded up-a scant 15
sears alter they were built—and long
sefore they were paid for. Vandalism,
shysical deterioration and an impossible
ob of maintaining essential Services
nade the project a social, architectural
nd financial disaster. Elevators stalled,
vindows were broken faster than they

ould be replaced, residents were assault
:d in the halls, apartments were broken
nto and doors never repaired. The
oorest of the poor refused to live there
ind vacancies climbed even as surround-

ng housing became more scarce. The
suildings now stand vacant as monu-

nents to governmental waste.
Our streets and highways are bumper

0 bumper with cars, so our answer has

seen wider and longer highways. But
more highways attract more traffic, until

he density is the same as—if not worse
han--before. No highway system has
aver caught up with the traflic it carries.
When a rapid-transit system is in finan-
-ial trouble, fares are raised to produce
more income. But this only’ persuades
nore people to use cars, which clog the
-oads even more and provide less net
‘ncome to the transit system. And it
:akes longer to drive through a modern
“ity in a 300-horsepower automobile than
t did in a onehorsepower buggy 100

rears ago.
Forrester had his first hint of this

cial nearsightedness while analyzing
-orporate problems. “Time after time,
we have gone into a corporation which
's having severe and “well-known dif
Sculties—such as a falling market share,

low profitability or instability of em-
&gt;loyment,” he says. “We find that
seople perceive correctly what they are
tying to accomplish. People can give
-ational reasons for their actions. They

ire usually trying in good conscience to
olve the major difficulties. Policies are
seing followed on the presumption that
hey will alleviate the difliculties.. In
many instances, it then emerges that the
&lt;nown policies describe a system which
actually causes the troubles. The known
and intended practices of the organiza:
ion are fully sufficient to create the

1ifhiculty, regardless of what happens
outside the company. A. downward spi
al develops in which the presumed SO-
ution makes the difficulty worse and
hereby causes redoubling of the pre
sumed solution.”

The same destructive behavior ap

peared when Forrester studied the solu
dons to urban problems. Actions taken
0 improve conditions in a city actually
make matters worse. The construction of

ow-cost housing such as the Pruitt-

goe project eventually produces morc
lepressed areas and tenements, because
it permits higher population densities
ind accommodates more low-income pap-
ulation than can find jobs. A sociul
rap is created in which excess low-cost
ousing attracts low-income people to
places where cven their low incomes
-annot be maintained. “If we were mzh

cious and wanted to create urban slums,

rap low-income people in ghetto areas
and increase the number of people on
welfare, we could do little better than

ollow the present policies,” says Forres
ter. And, further, “The belief that more

money will solve urban problems has
:aken attention away from correcting the
anderlying causes and has instead al
lowed the problems to grow to the limit
of the available money, whatever that
amount might be.”

Forrester’s approach differs from that
of ecologists, econcmists or demogra
phers, because he does not narrow his
ittention to a single, specific causc-and-
effect relationship. In his study, he was
trying to make an all-encompassing
quantitative measure of. the city as a so
sial and biological system. It is a macro
cosmic view that weaves the statistics of
birth and death with the economics of

mass production, variations in the jeb
market with the realities of real-estate
investment returns. It is a complex,

righly interrelated system of .analysis
hat recognizes that you cannot break a

sity down into its component parts with:
jut distortion so extreme as to make the

fort useless.
He had never tried to analyze the

entire world, but his studiés of the dy
namics-ofcorporations and of aires
showed why programs begun in good
‘aith worked out as badly as they often
Id. Why shouldn't the method be ex
sanded to deal with the dynamics of the
whole world system?

When men of action agree, obstacles

disappear. A European foundation was
1appy to make a sizable grant to sup

port the project. Two months later, un
ler the direction of Professor Dennis
\[eadows, a team of nine researchers at

MIT was being recruited to examine
rorrester’s theories in detail, expand thie
analysis and sce what mankind could do
lo ‘avoid the seemingly inevitable. As
‘his article is written, almost a year into

he project, it 1s confirming everything
“orrester predicted.

Starting with camse-and-cftect relation
hips he was sure of, Meadows went to
he specialists for evaluations of exact

(continued on page Jie
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quantitative influences. We kuow that This goes up when there are adequate
‘he death rate is directly affected by food, medical service, housing “and con-
ood availability, pollution levels and jumer goods. and low levels of crowding
rowding. Experts can even reach con- nd pollution.
ensus on how the material standard of The amount of calculation necessary

iving—memning health services and 5yeploads the human brain.-It would wake
tousing, as well as the other fruits of gon men at 1000 calculators to work out

:echnology—sharply reduces the death je numbers vear by vear, following the
ate as it climbs above some minimum abyvrinthine relationships of the system.
ievel necessary to Sustian life. But fur But it takes only a few seconds to ron the
her improvement 1m the standard of Jrojection on 3 computer. With the re.
living doesn't do much to reduce the . oo _’Ce. ationships agreed to up front by agricul-
leath rate, no matter how high it goes. 1. : os to
Ca j j So aral and industrial experts, census takers

Similarly, deaths caused by 1970 pollu- oo . Lo
ton levels are almost negligible when nd financial and economic advisors, For-
compared with the effects of the other ester pushes the start button and lets the
factors. But if pollution levels climb ten computer plot out curves that start with
or a hundred times higher than they have he year 1900 and $0 iv 2100. The results
reached already—and pollution will reach offer some object lessons in how close
such levels if current trends continue— ~~ Man is to committing suicide.
we can anticipate a death rate high The first thing we learn is that the

enough to make the worst plagues in his-  mnemy is our love of growth. Enormous
tory seem like mild outbreaks of flu. pressures are now appearing on all sides

Crowding also has its effect on the that will act to suppress growth. Natural
death rate. In the extreme case, people resources are being depleted; pollution

will kill one another for room to stand, levels, crowding and inadequate food
but long before that limit is reached, the supplies. either separately or in concert,
psychological effects and social stresses coing to arrest and reverse popula-
»f crime, war and disease will do their . 7 " . }

x . tion growth forcibly and disastrously.
damage. Garrett Hardin of the Univer- Exacile which will deliver tl d
sity of California writes of a more subtle actly which wilt atliver the Jou) do
oficct of crowding. The cyclone that pee 1s unclear, but the curves show the
struck East Pakistan in November 1970 yossible alternatives. It is for man to

was reported to have killed 300.000 lecide which he prefers.

people. The newspapers said it was the
cyclone “that killed them. Hardin says
crowding was the cause. “The Gangetic
delia is barely above sea level,” he says.
“Every year, several thousand people are
dlled in quite ordinary storms. If Paki-
stan were not overcrowded, no sane man

would bring his family to such. a place.
.. . A delta belongs to the river and the
sea; man obtrudes there at his peril.”

Birth rate is calculated in a similar

way. Food production. pollution levels,
crowding and material standard of liv-
ing have their separate. and predictable
influences on the rate of growth. The
difference between births and deaths es

tablishes net population gain; and, giv-
en the current figures for standards of

iiving, food availability, -pollution and
crowding. total population can be recal-
culated at annual intervals as far into

he future as vou like.

It isn’t necessary to go into all the
details of Forrester's method: The analy-
sis includes all the effects mentioned here,

plus such factors as natwral-resource us

age (dependent on population and capral
investment) and capital investment (de-
pendent ou population, muiterial standard
of living, and discnd or wer-out time of

capital equipment). Yorrester abso al
alates something he calle quality of hile

pared with some of the othars, those
curves Jook almost tolerable. This projec
ion shows population rising steadily un.
al about 2020, when natal resources

start falling sharply. The world is already
sunning out of casily mined ores and
“uel for power that drives mass-production
machinery and raises agricultural yields.
But a growing population nceds more
‘esources—at first just for the amenities
f life, Later Tor survival, The mdustrial-
«ed nations ave growing rapidly and are

dlacing ever-inarcasing demands on the
esources that often come from wundar-

leveloped countries. What will happen
vhen the resourcé-supplying nations start
0 hold back because they see the day
~vhen their own demands will require

available supplies?
In this projection, the material stand

ard of living (not graphed) will climb
antil about the year 2000; capital mvest-
ment per person will continue to increase

antil then—before the depletion of nat-
aral resources has had a chance to make

itself felt. Then, in about 2050, industrial:
ization will turn down as resource short

ages become grave. Pollution will vise to

approximately six times 1970 levels, but
this won't be high enough to create a

runaway pollution catastrophe. There
will, however, be widespread dissatisfac
tion because the quality of life will drop
slowly as pollution grows and as crowd
ing adds its irritations.
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In this fust projection (above), Yor-
‘ester showed mankind running out “of
watural resources. He assumed that ire

slaceable coal, oil, gas and metal ores will
cquire more and more effort to tear out

of the eanth and that technology will not
and guid substitutes for them. Com-

Yor his sccond projection. Forrester
assumed we wouldn't be so Judky as to

un out of natural yesources. Suppose

scicnce finds plastic or glass substitutes
for metals, and new power sources mathe

it possible for us to reduce demands on
‘onl. ons and orl reserves, Tle went hack to
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the computer with the nafural-tesources- The conclusion is inescapable. If the
depletion rate after 1970 reduced to 25 world is to achieve equilibrium at a

percent of its former value (above). material standard of living at or close to
In this case, capital investment and he level now enjoyed by the developed

population grow until pollution levels nations, world population-andindus
get so high thar death rate. birth rate and rialization must be considerably lower
food production are drastically and dan- han the current averages.” And that is
gerously affected. Population goes to al solitical dynamite.
most six billion by 2050 and then, in a This projection demonstrates a vitally
scant 30 years, drops to one billion. This mportant characteristic of the world
is a world-wide catastrophe of mind- ystem: It is going to reach equilibrium
boggling proportions. War, pestilence, ne way or another. We are entering a
starvation and infant mortality turn the urbulent time, a time when the dedica
world into a morgue. The highly indus jon to growth in the advanced nations
wrialized countries probably suffer most, vill have to give way. It is impossible
because they are least able to survive Jor every citizen of the world alive today
the disruption to the environment and o enjoy the standard of living that has

0 the food supply. seen taken for granted in tlic West. The
Some writers have suggested that be-  rouls of our civilization will have to

fore we experience a catastrophe of this hange, and when goals_change, tradi
magnitude, mankind will stop the pollu-  jons no longer serve. We can predict a
‘ion-generating process by legislation or seriod of great unrest and uncertainty
even. revolution; but this is not. very with a [righteningly greater possibility
likely. The most important generator of 5f world war, unless enough people sec
pollutants is industvialization. which is hat the vue enemy is the system, not
iso the major” contributor to a higher  »ne another.

standard of living. It is difhcult to imag: A second discouraging characteristic
ne underdeveloped nations agreeing to of the svstem is that major scientific
2 curtailment of their industrial growth. achievement ini the form of reduced de-
The rich nations cannot say to the poor Llewon of natural resources has the effect

ones, “OK. we've gone as far as we can only of postponing the date of catas

30. Let's hold still right here” Jt is just rophe. Ir permits greater overshoot of
as impossible to say to the poor of our  ndustrialization and population and

own country, “We've really got to stop. will actually magnily the catastrophe
Sorry, you can’t have shoes for the chil when it finally comes.
dren, an indoor toilet, a gas stove, a With this firmly in mind, it is rela-

hearing aid for grandma” Yet, if the ively casy to predict what will happen
poor of all nations were to move up to if the next solution is attempted, Sup:

he stmdard of living now enjoyed by a nose we agree with the underdeveloped
majority of Americans, we would have a ations that their material needs should

pollution load on the c¢avironment ten He mer, and they agree to join us in

limes today's level. Tying to curb population erowth. That
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means we increase capital investment

(to give them a better standind of liv-
mg) but apply extreme moral and cco-
aomic pressure to hold down the birth
rate. In this projection (at right), Tor-
ester assumed we cut the birth rate in

wll in 1970 and increase capital invest
ment by 20 percent. For the fist few
years, things look good. Food per person
increases, material standard of living rises
md crowding is held dose to present
levels. But the more affluent world popu-
lation ends up using natural resources 100
fast. Capital investment zooms and the
nollution load on the environment reaches
the critical level even carlier than it did

 xn the previous run.
The reduction in birth rate tempo-

sarily slows population growth, but
‘ower death rate, greater food produc
dion and eased crowding conditions soon
encourage the population to start up
again, and it is now a richer and more

polluting population. This shows the
curious interrelationships of what sys-
ems analysts call negative feedback. By
starting a promising birth-control pro-
yram, we simultancously release other
aatural pressures that help defeat the
program. Herve 1s the core of the nature
of systems. When one pressure or combi-

nation of pressures is lightened, the re-
sult is likely to be the substitution of a
sew problem for the old. Often the new
problem is more difficult to solve or less
tolerable to live with than the old one.
Advanced socictics have come to ox-

pect technology to solve their problems.
Technology works well when there are
anlimited natural resources and geograph-
ical space to expand into; but in the
real world, we reach limits. Ehrlich’s
milk bottle is dosc around us.

The projections also demonstrate the
rade-ofl. between short-term and long:
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erm consequences of a decision. The

developed nations all achieved their
igher material standard of living by
levoting a generation or two to build

‘ng up a store of capital equipment.
I'hey used the productive capacity of
abor to make machines and factories
-ather than food and other consumable

soods. Robber barons did it for Eng-
and during: the Industrial Revolution
nd for the U.S. during the early expan-
ion phase of its growth. The Soviet
Jnion achieved the same result by ar
bitrarily denving its citizens tlie immediate
ruits of their labor.

But there are few social mechanisms in

the underdeveloped nations to defer
short-run benefit for long-term return.
The scarcity of such mechaiiisms may
turn out to be a good thine. because it

has the desirable effect of keeping aver-
age world capital investment under con
trol. If we can simultancously reduce
capital investment, agree to hold the ma
terial standard of living at present levels,
cduce the birth rate to hall its cunent

level, reduce pollution generation to half
its current level (by a cutback m indus

vialization and by applichtion of science
to the prablem), perhaps hold back on

ood production somewhat {if population
is stabilized nt or below the anrent Tevel

we won't be needing much more food

than is now produced), then. for the first
time, we sce the possibility of reaching
squilibrium without catastrophic over-
shoot and population dedine (lef).

On the surface, it seems anti-hunial

arian to reduce capital invesunent and
stop the effort to raise food production.
Sucli drastic measures couldn't possibly
be accepted without years of study and
discussion. But the alternaives me die

and inescapable. The popubuion explo-
sion and pollution are direct descendants
of old gods—industrialization and science,
Without drastically changing its priori
ties, world population will collapse in
less than a century from the clicdts of

oollution, food shortzge, disease and war,
Forrester emphasizes that Lis analyses

are not intended as Hteral year-by-vear

vredictions; but he docs insist that man's
viewpoint must become worldawide aad
senturies deep if the spe ies Is tO sve,
Dennis Meadows and nine deanraat

young researchers, meanwhile, study dell
books of statistics, scribble numbers on

Imed pads and occeionally pushe a fon
buttons on a computer cotsole mn what

surely must be the least dramatic atteripe
aver made to save the world,
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CTIVITON ent Crisis !
|

THE first attempt ever mada to put the
world’s environmental crisis on a
computer has produced such shattering
results that the sponsors of the project
have started urgent talks with Heads
of State in several countries,

I'he computer has shown that almost
every ‘obvious’ policy-nowbeing
foliowed to improve man’s lot or the
snvironment—such as investing more in
srowing food or in cutting potlution—
‘eads enly to the buiid-up later of new
and even worse pressures,

Mora daunting, it shows that most
attempts to reduce those new pressures
il bring on an cven worse crisis.

Several of the compuier *scenarios’
include a catastrophic and sudden
collamse of population.

For example, one predic:s that today’s
sition of declining natural resources
vill eventually force g steady reduction
of population and a falling * quality of
ite.” But if the drain on the earths
resources Is ~ cut—-cither by saving
critical materials or finding more of
then {as with. lust week's North Sca
ail davelopment)—tihe result may be a
runzwaay pollution crisis which brings
popuiztion crashing to a {fraction of
its former level (sce graphsi,

Yo: if pollution is controlled. the
computer predicts that a ‘crowding
crisis© will develop which will steady
population growth but drag down the
quality of life severely.

Other major conclusions of the study
—which comes from the prestigious
Systent Dynamics Laboratory of the
Massachusetts Tastitute of Technology

and has just been published in the
United States as a book called * World

Dynamics —are:— :

© Global ,population growth and
industrialisation are - very rapidly

approaching the Limits of the earth's
capacity to support them.

C We may now be living in a * golden
age’ when the average quality of life
is hicher than it ever was in the past
or will be in future.

0 Industrizlisation and capital invest-
ment disturb the world’s environmental
capacity more than population arowth
does. Highly industrial soricties may
be °‘self-extincuishing, either from
resource exhaustion or international
strife over pollution and resource rights.

O Developing countries are in 2
closer environmental © balance than
industrial ones, and may be in a far
better condition to survive coming crises
as long as they don't industrialise
heavily (as they are trying to).

GC Programmes to contro! pepulation
may be inhetently self-defeating. It
thev work and lead to hizher material
standards and food supplies for euch
person, as is hoped, these very improve
ments may relax the pressure on |
numbers and trizezer another population :
spurt, |

But by far the most disturbing con-
clusion is that to achieve improvements
in the long run, the world has to adopt
policies that make life much harder in
the immediate future. ‘This is espe-
cially trzachereous,’ the book's author,

(Corsinied on page 2)
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] 0Environment shoc!
(Continued from page 1) casts. This considered only the the sponsors of the MIT project

Professor Juv W. Forrester, level und growth rates of five key ire now urgently contacting devi-
tien“Twiureatthe point stor population, capital i WILEIPU0Herethes

 os fy oa a estient, nature gsources, pol evel WW arn em where their

ih] i prosures Lon ution, and quality of life. aresent policies might be leading.
zrowthj in the prese oo “ Hoven Fhese factors were euch I'he MIT group has also started
sary if insurmountable pressures yroken down into several “indi- 4 series of computer studies which
are to.be avoided in the future.”  .gpors'—such as the fraction of ook only 10 to 20 years ahead.

The full scile of the treachery nvestment Loing to food produc- Ihe idea 1s that if world leaders
is revealed by the “best” long- ion. to pollution control and to :an't grasp the importance of
lerm solution provided by the aising material living standards. aking the 130-year view. of the
computer: quality of life—de- All the indicators were then Tai study. they might be pre-
fined in the computer pro- inked by a total of 45 equations pared to act on the short-term fore-
 ATL . cormbaTie fn such a way that altering one =asts. These will also be much

gramme as a combination © dic d off more narrowly focused to mak
material standard of living, the 1} icator had a pre-set eflect on ] wily locused 19 make

: a 12 NE he others. a sharper impact on politicians,
degree of crowding. available Given this ‘world model, the regislators and technologists.
food and pollution. hi at :omputer was then told to fore One of the most significant
approximately = todays = AOVEL 35 how the five key factors pects of all this activity is the
while population growth IS yould behave up to the year owerful and growing role being
halted. 100 if one took different assump- layed in national and inter-

To achieve this optimum. the ions for 1970: for example, 1ational aftairs by the semi-secret
rate at which naiural resources are increase capital investment by Club of Rome--the sponsors of
used up must be cut by a staguer- 0 per cent - © the MIT computer project.
ing 75 per cent, pollution genera- Fhough crude, computer models o-arted about two years ago by a
sion must be reduced by S0 per ke this are good at reflecting the 1andful of eminent industrialists
sent, capital investment slashed by sehaviour of real-life systems, like Dd academics who were worried
40 per cent. birtherate reduced 30 business or a city. They are far about the lack of response to what
per cent. Most significant of all. oo complex for human minds to dey saw as a looming environ
food production must be reduced  ‘ollow, so that their conclusions mental crisis, the club now con-
0 per cent, since hunger has gre usually totally unpredictable nsts of an international network
always been the most elfective Defending his world model, of some 75 members.
srake on economic and popula- ?rofessor Forrester insists that They see themselves very much
don growth. Towever over-simplified, it is stiff 4S did Edgar Wallace's * Four Just

More than 10,000 copies of the more complete and explicit. thao Ven —shadowy vucharound ng-
romputer’s findings have been he mental models now being useg 473 whose mission is to save the
sent _ to high-level decision- 1s a basis for world and national word by infiltrating their ideas
makers throughout the world. planning. : into the corridors and dining tahles

These ‘sensational forecasts An international team at MIT. of power. © ©
are certain to be attacked heavily  eaded by Professor Dennis According to Professor “Mead-
once they become widely \feadows, has spent the last year yw. in the last two months Qub
cnown. especially by politicians mproving the mods, hunting out &gt;f Rome members armad with the
committed to the short-term rrors and adding many more MIT computer's forecasts of crisis
seneficial policies that the com-  ndicators .to brinz it closer to iave made a ‘tremendous’ impact
puter predicts will cause long- chat happens in the real world, and have reached the highest leves
term crises. The sharpest at- ust week he told meg that none 'n several countries, including
acks are bound to be on the Hf these alterations had mude any some in the Soviet bloc. ‘Don't
crude over-simplification of the major difference to the crisis fore- expect any immediate public
‘world environmental | system’ casts or the crisis measures needed 1anouncements,’ he warned, ° but
that was fed into the computer 0 avoid them. or ,- . . rou can take it that a lot of re
before it churned out its fore It is tor this reason that he and -hinking is going on.’
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'| These factors were each s One of the most significant | owby
broken down into several “indi aspects of all this dcuvIty is the | ave;
caters —such as the fraction of powerful and zrowing role oRing | dt en
mvestment going to food produc- played iu national and inter- | tire
tien. to poilution control and 10 national affairs by the semi-secret |
raising material living standards. Club of Rome—the sponsors of MO
All the indicators were then the NH computer project. © WC
inked by a total of 45 equations Started about two veurs ago bv a han
‘n such a way that altering one handful of eminent industrialists ‘ndu
‘ndicator had a pre-set cffect on and academics who were worried | (ish
the others. about the lack of respome to what 4,

Given this “world model! the they saw as a looming environ. ian
compuicr wus then told to fore- mental crisis, the club pow con- -
cast how lic five key factors S548 of an Iniematienal petwork nei
would behave up to the jear of some 77 HEMT. Hn
M00 if one took different assump- {hey sce themselves very much : &lt;
tions for 1970: for example, 25 did Edzar Wallace's * Fou- Just =

morease capital investmeat bY Men —shadony backround fig- |
0 per cent” ures whose mission is to save the !

Though crude, compater models world by infiltrating their ideas 1
‘ike this are good ap reflecting the into the corridors and dining fades i
behaviour of real-life systems. like of power. i
: business of a city. They are far According to Professor Mewd-
00 Corapiex for human minds to aws, in the last two months Club

-oilow, so ihat their. conclusions of Rome micmbers-armed with the
arc usually totally ‘unpredictable. MIT computers forecasts of crisis

Dzfendinz his world medel, have mude a "tremendous impact
crofessor Forrester insists thal and have reached the highest levels|
however oversimplified. iL is stil) on Tseveral  codntries. including
more cempicte and exclicit than some in the Soviet bloc "Dor't
hc ments models now being used expect any immediate puphe
23&gt; a basis for world and national announcemenis.” he warned, “but
lianming. vou can takz it thut a fot of ra-

An international team at MIT. thinking is going on.’
waded by Professor Dennis meee
Meadows. has spent the ast year
mproving the model. hunting out
2rors and adding many mege
ndicators to bring it closer to

what happens ip the rea! world
Last weer he told me that nore
of these alterations had made any
major difference to the crisis fore-
casts or the crisis measures needed
‘0 avoid them.

tt is for this reason that he and
he sponsors of the MIT project
are now urgently contacting deci-
don-makers up to Head of State
evel to warn them where their
present policies might be leading.

The MIT group has also started
U series of computer studies which
cok only IU fo 20 veurs ahead.
the idea is that if world leaders
n't grasp the importance of
aking the 130-vear view of the
mein study, they might be pre-
dared 10 act on the short-term fore-
sists. These will who be much
nore narrowly focused 0 nile
 sharper impact on politicos
~enslators and technolasivs

Pollution
1-shock

(Contiriued from page 1)

Professor Jav W. Forrester,
writes. We are at the point
where higher pressures [on
growth] tn the present are neces-
sary if insurmountable pressures
are to be avoided in the future.

The [ull scaie of the treachery
ts revealed by the “best” long
term solution provided by. the
computer: quality of life—de
fined in the computer pro
gramme as a combination of
material standard of living, the
degree of crowding, available
food and pollution—is kept at
approximately today's level
while population growth is
halted.

To achieve this opimum. the
rate at which natural resources are
used up musi be cut bv a stagoer-
tng 75 per cent. poilution gencru-
tion must be reduced by 30 per
cent. capital investment siashed by
40 per cent. birth-rate reduced 30
Xr cent. Most signiticant of ajl.
food production must be reduced
20 per cent. since huncer has
always beer the most effective
brake on economic and popula-
tion growth.

More than 10.000 copies of the
computer's findings have been
seat to high-level decision
makers throuzhout the worid.

These sensational forecasts
ire certain to be attacked heavily
once they become widely
woown, especially by politicians
committed to the  shori-term
seneficial policies that the com-
puter predicts will cause long-
term «crises, The sharpest at-
tacks are bound to be on the
crude over-simpitheation of the
‘world environmental system
that was fed into the computer
séfore it churied out its tore
dastss This considered only the
evel and eroawth rates of five key
aCtors——-pomiation, capital ine
astoment, nctural resources, pol-
ation. and auality of lifa
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Doomsday prophet
or man with a message

An interview with Jay W. Forrester



By Richard A. Nenneman

Business and financial editor of
The Christian Science Monitor

Cambridge, Mass.
F WE HAVEN'T SEEN HIM ON THE STREET

] corner in person, we've all at least seen cartoons
of the man with the sign on him saying, ‘‘Prepare

for the end of the world.” No one loses any sleep over
that.

The high-school or college dropout, particularly if it
is a young person turning against the kind of middle-
class background we had assumed to be the world’s
ideal, causes thoughtful people more concern. Even if
we don’t agree with the young person, we begin to
wonder if there is something about the way we live that
he sees through, something he can see that we can't.

Now a representative of the establishment has just
as disturbing a message as the street-corner prophet
or today’s turned-off generation. The message is that
a thousand years of thought processes, centered around
the attractiveness of growth and progress, are coming
lo an end. ‘Soviely Is entering a new era, in which
2quilibrium, a balancing of the main influences on a
society’s development, will replace growth. And the
message, further, is that we can no longer count on
‘technology to solve our problems.

Aggravating stimulation
The man who bears this message is Jay W. For-

rester, a pioneer in devolpment of the digital computer
and a professor at the Sloan School of Management
at Massachusetts Institute of Technology. An extreme-
ly mild-mannered, middle-aged professor, Mr. For-
rester reminded me of the kind of friend who can be
aggravating because he is so sure of himself, yet so
stimulating one can’t get enough of him. ;

Professor Forrester, who admits that mankind’s
transition from growth orientation to equilibrium
orientation will be a difficult passage, has come to
these startling conclusions:

® We may be living in the ‘‘golden age.” That is,
the quality of life may be better now on average
than it ever has been or ever will be again.

® Industrialization may at the moment be doing
more harm to the world than population growth.

® Birth control alone may be self-defeating. If it
results in more food and a rise in the standard of
living, the very pressures that made birth control
acceptable will be relaxed, and population would be-
Zin to climb again.

® The underdeveloped countries probably can never
reach our standard of living. The pollution and natural-
resource load accounted for by each person in an in-
dustrial nation is 20 to 50 times greater than in an
Jnderdeveloped nation, Professor Forrester estimates.
‘Capability appears not to exist for handling such
a rise in standard of living.” In fact, he asserts, the
present disparity between the rich and the poor
nations ‘‘may be equalized as much by a decline in
the developed countries as by an improvement in
the underdeveloped countries,”

® A highly industrialized society may be ‘‘non-
sustainable.” Viewed from a century in the future,
the present efforts of underdeveloped countries to in-
dustrialize may be unwise.” Professor Forrester says

he thinks they may be closer than America and
Western Europe are ‘‘to an ultimate equilibrium with
‘he environment, . . .”

‘World Dynamics’ conclusions
Mr. Forrester came to his conclusions about so-

ciety—and he is talking about global society—in his
just-published book, ‘World Dynamics.” The book
is the immediate outgrowth of the interest; of the Club
of Rome in a project it had called ‘‘The Predica-
ment of Mankind.” The club is a private group of 75
members from many countries, who are trying to un-
Jerstand better the changes going on in the world
and to interpret their findings to a wide enough
audience to influence the course of action.

Last summer Professor Forrester described to them
“he methodology that he had developed at MIT for
describing the action of dynamic systems with a com:
puter model. With their interest, and the financial
backing of the Volkswagen Foundation in Germany,
Professor Forrester and a small research group at
MIT embarked on a project to extend and verify
‘he information about social systems that he had been
developing already.

The social system, says Professor Forrester, is a
multiloop feedback system. What this means in
-onger, everyday language is that there are many
influences on the social system and that these influ-
ences have interacting effects on each other. For
instance, we often say in describing some one change,
“All other things being equal . . .”” even while know:
ing that all other things will not be equal or remain
static.

Attracting a ghetto

In the field of urban problems, this same reasoning
had supplied Professor Forrester with the answer to
why all the efforts to improve the ghetto seemed to
have little effect. “We built low-income housing to take
care of the poor,” he noted, “without understanding
hat the creation of low-income housing attracted more
poor into the inner city.”

The world social system, as Mr. Forrester de-
scribes it, has five elemental factors: population, nat
ural resources, pollution, capital investment, and the
fraction of capital investment devoted to food produc:
lion. The interaction of these individual ‘systems’ on
each other results in what he calls the quality of life.
Quality of life is a catchall phrase in which he includes
’he material standard of living, food supply, degree of
crowding, and pollution.

There is no particular disagreement, he asserted, as
.0 the primacy of the above factors in describing what
goes on in the socio-economic world. And the experts
ne talked with in setting up his computer model were
agreed as to how one factor could influence another.
The birth rate, for instance, is affected by the food
available, by the crowding ratio, by pollution, and by
the material living standard.

Mental picture inadequate
But Professor Forrester maintains the mental model

that the human mind carries around is not adequate.
We aren’t able to judge how this whole ‘“‘system’’ func-
tions through time, or how one change sets up other
compensating changes.

And this is just what the computer can do so well.
As for the argument that his computer description
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sortant, the quality-of-life line levels off slightly higher
‘han Mr. Forrester’s model figured it for 1970.
I asked if international trade was not one way of

-educing shortages that he feared. This is just another
sxample of looking for the technological answer, he
ceplied. It masks the basic fact of some shortage
somewhere. By means of international] trade, he said,
all nations can overcome their shortages for a while.
3ut ultimately, “they all hit the barrier at once.” The
-ealization of limited resources becomes even harder
:0 cope with if the day is postponed, he said.

of the social system is too simple, he claims it is bet-
ter than any mental model. And yet we use the mental
model as the basis for passing reform legislation that
joesn’t correct what it sets out to do, and wonder why.

Professor Forrester says simply that exponential
growth cannot continue in a world that has limits—
.imited land, limited natural resources, and’ limited
~apacity to dissipate pollution. Using known statistics
from the years 1900 and 1970, his computer model
makes projections up to the year 2100. It indicates that
che world system is already approaching the outer
limits of growth. The big question for Mr. Forrester is
whether mankind will move swiftly enough to establish
an equilibrium that would sustain something like to-
day’s quality of life.

2020—year of crisis
To continue as the world now is doing, there would

ve some kind of crisis around the year 2020, Mr. For-
rester says. Natural resources, which on average he
judges to be sufficient for 250 years, would be the
“culprit” in this case. An increasing population would
consume them at an ever faster rate, and the ‘‘conse-
quences of impending shortage’ would begin to be
‘elt long before the shortage itself. Note, he says, the
.ougher line the Middle Eastern countries are ‘already
taking on oil.
Falling natural resources would lower the effective-

1ess of new capital investment and lower the standard
of living. Finally, the quality of life would drop low
enough on a worldwide basis that population would
begin to decline.

But suppose there were some way to avoid a natural-
resource crisis—that substitutes could be found, and
the material living standard kept high. Then, his
model forecasts a pollution crisis caused by the high
rate of capital investment and industrial growth, “I
jon’t know if the year will be 2030—that’s unimportant.
[t may be 2060, and then again it may be 1985,” said
Mr. Forrester.

Five interacting systems
His basic argument about technology no longer being

he answer becomes clearer at this point. Substituting
one material for another, trying to hurry up capital
nvestment, avoiding for a while a pollution crisis —
111 these are attempts to deal with only one “system”
of the five in his social model. A few decades of time
are gained in some cases, but in any long-run look
here is still an end to growth and still a population
crisis. In his pollution-crisis model, population goes in
a 30-year period from 6 billion down to 1 billion.

Is there, then, no happy ending? Not, he implies,
f we insist on thinking in terms of growth. But if one
-eplaces a growth ‘‘model” in his thought with an
squilibrium model, there is a way out. This, says
Professor Forrester, is to reduce the birth rate by
30 percent, which reduces population slightly from its
1970 level. But in combination with this, food produc-
jon would also be reduced 20 percent and new capital
nvestment by 40 percent. The industrialization that
makes the crowding and the pollution, but is also one
basis for sustaining more people, levels off.

Food-supply leverage
It appears cruel to talk about less food production,

when part of the world is near starvation, I said. Yes,
admitted Professor Forrester, but many more people
may starve or at least go hungry in the future if the
world isn’t stabilized now. His computer equations as-
sume that population has always been directly affected
by food supply. A good part of mankind has always
ived in hunger. As food supply increases, so—at least
n the past—has population increased.

Natural-resource usage in this optimum model would
slowly drop, but lower capital investment would mini-
mize that problem for a long time to come. Most im-

Four traps of society
In fact, he added, this was an example of one of the

‘our ““traps’’ into which all the obvious, intuitive an-
swers to social problems fall.

1. They relieve one problem by creating another
(as in substituting a pollution crisis for a natural-
resource crisis).

2. They neglect the long-term consequences of policy
changes that may have short-run benefits (as in the
case of international trade I had mentioned).

3. They ignore the conflict between the ‘“‘goals of a
subsystem and the welfare of the broader system.”
For instance, nations try to maximize economic
growth. Partly this is for the welfare of their citizens,
partly to increase their influence abroad. Yet, this kind
of national striving may ‘‘deepen the distress of the
world as a whole and eventually . . . the crises in the

ndividual nations themselves.”
4. They attack the social system at some point that

.s “‘inherently insensitive.” Professor Forrester in-
-ludes in this category efforts to reduce hunger by
producing more food.

Pessimism before optimism
“This must make you a pessimist,” I suggested to

brofessor Forrester. “No,” he replied, ‘but one has
0 be pessimistic about what we are doing now be-
‘fore he has the incentive to do the things that can
make me optimistic about the future.” In the U.S, he
suspects the approaching squeeze will have to be felt
somewhat before we are willing to cut back on popu-
ation or retrench in any other ways.

He told of a recent day when he had two confer-
.nces: one with the board chairman and six execu-
ives of a large corporation, the other with a group
f students somewhat more antiestablishment than
most at MIT. After he had explained his thesis and
what the computer told him, the questions and -the
-eactions of both groups were nearly identical, he
said. The right and the new left are in agreement on
many points in looking at the future, he claimed.

One sits in Professor Forrester’s office and wonders
f he is exaggerating. (He makes no claim for preci-
sion with the present computer model but does main-
-ain that it accurately describes the dynamics of the
social system and predicts that growth is inexorably
roming to an end.)

Charles. blue but polluted
Outside his window flows the Charles River, blue on

he bright day I visited him, but so filled with the
sollutants he talks about that the worst thing that can
1appen to an amateur sailor is to fall into the river.
And beyond the Charles, all those symbols of growth
ind expansion — Boston’s new Prudential Center, the
steel beams of the new 60-story John Hancock Tower
Jlimbing into the sky. But there at MIT are those
omputers, saying that a millennium in which growth
gradually became the keyword of society is drawing
to a close.

One may not believe the doomsday prophets. And he
may well have an ambivalent attitude toward the
nixed message of the youth culture, But here are some
deas that, as radical as they are and as disturbing to
he “set” of our minds, seem to beg for further ex-
posure to davlight — and debate.


